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FROM THE EDITOR

Nobody will deny that today's world isfull of rapid changes, particularly in

the economic field. It becomes an imperative that each country has to adjust

its economic structure if the country concerned is to survive in the interna-

tional economic scene. Therefore, the fate of countries depends very much on

their ability to adapt themselves. In this context, says Suhadi MANGKU-
SUWONDO, industrial restructuring in developed countries is important to

developing countries such as Indonesia.

The rapid change in the international trade and business has brought about

welfare, growth and development to many countries. But, when the era offree

trade developed into the era of organised marketing agreements, floating ex-

change rate and proliferation of economic leadership, the growth of interna-

tional trade and business began to slow down. As a result, not only domestic

political and economic problems but also international economic problems

have to be faced by the leaders of the developed and developing countries

alike. According to J. PANGLAYKIM these problems have led many coun-

tries to the formulation of policies protecting the national interest and dif-

ferent strategies to develop their national economies.

Another rapid change which has to befaced by many countries is the global

oil crisis. Searching for and developing alternative energy resources has,

therefore, become the main issue among policy makers and experts of
developed and developing countries. Indonesia, says WIJARSO, is no excep-

tion. The country is trying to do the same in cooperation with other nations to

diversify alternative energy resources.

Indonesia is currently preparing the foundation for further industrial

development andfor the development of a fullfledged engineering industry in

the future. To this end, the Minister of Industry, A.R. SOEHOED discussed

questions of economic and technical cooperation between Indonesia and
Japan. Indonesia has arrived at a stage of putting a strong emphasis on the

development of its technological capacities. Therefore, greater emphasis
should be placed on the selection of technology as well as standardization of
products and processes.

In view of Japan's attempt at restructuring its economy on the one hand,
and Indonesia's comparative advantages in resource-based and energy inten-



sive industries on the other hand, there is a sufficiently wide scope for con-

siderable investments in industries that process raw materials towards in-

termediate and semi-finished products. This investment would fill the gap in

Indonesia's industrial structure and will also secure supplies of industrial in-

puts required by Japan.

The Pacific Basin Community concept has been widely discussed in all

kinds offorums over the lastfew years. For all that, it might be still of interest

to a wider scope of readers to know something about the interest which has

been generated in this concept and its reasons. Some of the questions and

doubts that have been raised are also pointed out in his article by the current

Australian Ambassador to Indonesia, H.E. F. Rawdon DALRYMPLE.

The months of October and November are the months of the reawakening

of nationalism, which is commemorated as the Youth Pledge Day on October

28 and the National Hero Day on November 10. On this occasion an article is

appended, which is presented by Kenji TSUCHIYA highlighting the develop-

ment of Indonesian nationalism from the beginning of the XXth century until

the fall of the Dutch colonialism.

Finally, since Malaysia is Indonesia's closest neighbour, it might be impor-

tant to know the background ofMalaysia, seen form the ethnic, economic, ad-

ministrative and political angles and also that of Sabah especially since 1946

until now. This discussion is presented by Datuk James P. ONGKILI, Deputy

Chief Minister of Sabah.



JAPAN AND THE DEVELOPMENT OF
THE INDONESIAN MANUFACTUR-
ING SECTOR*

A.R. SOEHOED

Indonesia is currently in the course of implementing its Third Five Year

Development Plan (Repelita III), whereby the manufacturing sector is ex-

pected to generate greater value added through the progressive processing of

locally available raw materials into intermediate or finished products. The at-

tainment of the objectives of the following Repelita IV, on the other hand, re-

quires the increase in manufacturing industries that will be capable of produc-

ing industrial machineries and which will be further developed in the subse-

quent Repelitas. During Repelita III the manufacturing sector is being re-

quired to prepare the ground for the estabUshment of a stronger foundation

for further industrial development, and for the development of a fullfledged

engineering industry in the future. The target setting for the manufacturing

sector in Repelita III is now expanded and more far-reaching than that was the

case during past Repelitas.

Before discussing the question of economic and technical cooperation bet-

ween Japan and Indonesia, it may be useful to review the past pattern of

growth in the manufacturing sector and the broad policy outlines now being

pursued by the government.

PATTERN OF GROWTH IN THE MANUFACTURING SECTOR

During the past decade or so the manufacturing sector in Indonesia has ex-

perienced rapid growth: between 1968-1978 its compound average annual
growth rate was around 12%, about the same rate as the mining sector.

Throughout the same period the corresponding growth rate for GDP was
about 8% per annum.

* Paper presented at the Eighth Japan-Indonesia Conference, Tokyo, October 15-17, 1980.
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The pattern of growth in the economy brought about discernible structural

changes; due to the sharp and divergent price movements in 1974-1978,

however, the exact nature of the change will depend greatly on the base period

being chosen. Based on current prices, the share of manufacturing in GDP in-

creased from about 8% in 1968 to slightly over 10% in 1978, and of mining

from 4 to about 18%. On the other hand, as measured at constant 1973 prices,

the contribution of the manufacturing and the mining sectors each increased

from about 9% in 1968 to around 12% in 1978.

Considerable progress in the manufacturing sector is not only evident in

quantitative terms, but qualitatively as well. Increases in the volumes of pro-

duction could be observed not only in the area of essential consumer goods,

but also in the products that are needed by other production sectors as well as

for the further development of the industrial sector.

Because of the very small base, the compound average annual growth rates

during 1968-1978 were relatively high: for textiles and yarn in the range of

13-15%; and for certain metals, machinery and chemicals between 10 and

60%. There emerged new Unes of production which had not been previously in

existence, such as texturized yarn, components, agricultural machineries, glass

sheets, fertilizer, diesel engines, etc. More and more of the needs for industrial

products are being produced domestically, and for certain industries the need

for export outlets has begun to be felt.

Despite the progress, industrial development in Indonesia is still at a very

early stage. Manufacturing value added in the PhiHppines is some 15% higher,

although Indonesia's population is over thrice larger. Per capita manufactur-

ing value added in Thailand, the lowest in ASEAN outside of Indonesia, is still

about three times that of Indonesia, while that of Singapore is nearly twenty

times. Within ASEAN, Indonesia is the least industriahzed.

Due to the relatively large domestic market, and the fact that only very few

and limited branches of industries had existed in the past, progress could be

achieved largely through import substitution. Rapid growth in other sectors

brought about large demand for manufactured good.- There was a con-

siderable scope for establishing new industries, and expanding the existing pro-

duction capacities; accordingly, progress in import substitution resulted more

in the widening, rather than the deepening, of the industrial structure. In-

dustries expanded and grew more or less independently, and perhaps in some

cases even in competition with each other, but at any rate not in general

mutually reinforcing. Inter-industrial linkages, both backward and forward,

generally are not very strong.
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Industries, especially those at the final stage of processing, have grown

behind high protective walls while at the same time they were given facilities in

importing intermediate and capital goods. Progress was achieved at relatively

high costs to domestic consumers, and at prices which were out of Hne with

similar products in the international markets, also produced by developing

countries. Exports of manufactured goods were insignificant and in 1975

amounted to less than US$ 100 million, and currently the figure only reached

about 5°Io of Indonesia's total exports.

Roughly over half of Indonesia's needs for manufactured goods are pro-

duced domestically. In the 1970's, however, there was evident change in the

composition of manufacturing value added at market prices: the share of con-

sumers goods in total manufacturing value added declined from over four-

fifths to around two-thirds percent, while those for intermediate products and

capital goods both increased, from around one-seventh to over one-fifth per-

cent and from insignificant to one-tenth percent respectively.

Nevertheless, the structure of manufacturing industry is still heavily

dominated by light processing industries such as food and beverages, tobacco,

rubber, textiles, wearing apparel and foot-wear. Such industries accounted for

about four-fifths of value added, while those of engineering products and
heavier industries about one-tenth each; all these industries are still heavily

dependent on imported industrial inputs and capital goods.

While increases in production volumes were considerable, the growth rates

in certain sectors were slackening or decelerating, and there emerged excess

capacities in certain industries. This was partly due to an over-estimation of

market potentials which brought about over-licencing. On the other hand, the

government sector is a large buyer of certain industrial products, but a greater

part of market opportunities created by government procurement was pre-

empted by imports through aid programmes. Optimal use of existing

capacities will require market expansion, both domestic and for exports, and
this in turn is inter-related with unit costs reduction.

The scope for further widening the structure of industry through import
substitution along past pattern is now more limited than in the last few years.

In addition to the question of enlarging the size of market for existing in-

dustries (including through exports), a stage has now been reached where the

further development of industry will also necessitate the deepening of the in-

dustrial structure.

Employment data seem to indicate that the average annual growth rates for

employment in large and medium-scale manufacturing in the 1970's were in
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the range of 8-11%, and for small scale and cottage industries about 5%.
Nonetheless, during Repelita II the manufacturing sector was only able to pro-

vide 600,000 additional employment, merely half the planned figure.

It can be noted that most of the growth of the manufacturing sector was
generated by new investments rather than through increased productivity. In

certain areas industrial capacity grew faster than output, and parts of the

growing installed capacity were not actually utilized. It appears that the

manufacturing industries, while growing at relatively high rates, did not grow

as fast as it could, and did not absorb greater amount of employment as it

should, and this occurred not because of lacking production facilities. Conse-

quently, there are possibilities for expanding both output and employment

without much additional investment in fixed capital, if proper market outlets

could be found.

Furthermore, much of the newly established manufacturing industries, in-

cluding those in the category of heavier industries, are engaged only in simple

final stage processing. These industries are not fully grafted to the Indonesian

economy; in fact some subsidiaries of foreign enterprises are totally dependent

on imported inputs from their parent companies abroad. Since the backward

linkages of these industries are weak or simply non-existent, their growth did

not have much effect on the growth of other related industries.

The traditional agriculture and primary based industries, on the other

hand, are generally engaged in simple processing at very initial stages of pro-

duction. Although for certain resource-based industries Indonesia has a

definite comparative advantage, value added generated by these industries is

minimal while the forward linkages are weak or non-existent. Similar to the

final stage processing industries, the growth of these primary based activities

transmitted little direct effect to the rest of the economy.

In view of the growth pattern of the manufacturing sector during the last

decade, several broad conclusions may be obtained. First, growth can still be

generated without much investment in fixed capital through optimal utiliza-

tion of existing installed capacity. This will require market expansion and

reduction in the unit cost of production.

Secondly, further growth can also be generated by new industries vthat

centered on the existing industries, through creating maximum backward and

forward linkages. The deepening of the industrial structure is not only

desirable from growth and employment consideration. More importantly, it

will lessen Indonesia's external dependence and vulnerability by making the in-

dustrial sector more deeply rooted to the Indonesian economy; ensure the self-
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sustained growth of the industrial sector; and contribute towards the move to

higher stages of development as required by the Broad Outlines of State Policy

or GBHN (Garis-garis Besar Haluan Negara).

Thirdly, while there is still scope for widening the industrial structure

through import substitution, the areas may have to be limited. This will in-

volve the selection of new industries which can reach broadly based mass

markets, rather than those producing luxury items for the higher income

groups. Such limitation is also consistent with the Government's efforts to en-

courage the adaptation of the pattern of simple Uving among the populace.

Fourth, in the Ught of the development of the international economy,

especially the rising costs of energy on the one hand, and Indonesia's available

natural resources on the other, the comparative advantage in resource-based

and energy-intensive manufacturing industries is improving. These industries

could contribute greatly towards the further development of the manufactur-

ing sector, although in general they require massive amount of investment.

Finally, despite the rising tendency of protectionist stance abroad, there

still exists possibilities for considerably increasing the exports of manufactured

goods, given Indonesia's pattern of resource endowment. The development of

manufacturing industries for exports is of course much more difficult than the

estabUshment of import substitution industries, among others because the lat-

ter can be undertaken regardless of costs consideration while the former re-

quires that Indonesia's competitive edge abroad be maintained.

In short, despite the considerable growth of the manufacturing industries

during the past decide, there are still possibilities for maintaining high growth
rates in the future. Most probably the realization of these possibilities will re-

quire greater involvement of the Government, not so much in the direct

management of the economy but more in ensuring the proper industrial

climate. The easy phase of import substitution has now been substantially

over, and the issue is no longer the establishment of more and of any types of
manufacturing industries but to ensure that the future growth of industries

neatly fit into the desired pattern of development. Government involvement is

required now because the problems involved have become more complex.

A two-pronged approach may be required. The first is to facilitate the op-
timum use of existing and newly established capacities. The second is to guide
towards a rational industrial development, so that the growth of manufactur-
ing industries is more and more inter-linked and mutually reinforcing each
other, vertically as well as horizontally, and industries become more deeply
rooted to the Indonesian economy, thereby enhancing the capacity for self-
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sustained industrial growth and contributing towards greater national

resilience.

BROAD POLICY OUTLINES FOR FUTURE INDUSTRIAL
DEVELOPMENTS

The planned target growth rates set for Repelita III for the major sectors of

the economy are lower than what had been achieved in the past. The highest

growth (at 11% per annum) is to be achieved by the manufacturing sector, and
by the end of Repelita III its contribution to GDP should increase to over

12%.

Repelita III has put a stronger emphasis on equitable distribution of the

benefits of economic progress. For the manufacturing sector this involves the

creation of greater amount of employment and the further development of

small-scale, cottage and handicraft industries. It is expected that throughout

the next five years period the manufacturing sector will be able to generate

about 1.2 million additional employment.

The manufacturing industries are also required to contribute significantly

towards export earnings, to such an extent that within Repelita III the value of

non-petroleum exports will exceed those of oil and oil products.

The requirements for Repelita III are integrally linked to the long-term pat-

tern and objectives of development as defined in the GBHN. In Repelita I

through Repelita IV, "main emphasis has been placed on agriculture but with

the progressive development of the manufacturing industries, so that after

Repelita V or Repelita VI the sector could become the backbone of the Indone-

sian economy and supported by a strong agricultural sector.

The attainment of the objectives for Repelita IV requires increases in

manufacturing industries that are capable of producing industrial machineries,

both for heavy and light industries, and which will be further developed in the

subsequent Repelita. Thus while in Repelita III the manufacturing industries

should generate greater value added, through the progressive processing of

locally available raw materials into intermediate or finished products, ground

has also to be prepared for the establishment of a strong foundation for fur-

ther development and for the development of a full-fledged engineering in-

dustry in the future.

The industrial pattern which has evolved show a number of structural

weaknesses and imbalance which need to be alleviated in order to be able to
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achieve the objectives of Repelita III in particular and of the GBHN in

general. Significant results have been attained in terms of increasing the

number of installed industrial production capacities. In a number of sectors,

however, the installed capacities are either too large for the existing markets,

leaving considerable amount of excess capacities, or too small, so that the

economies of scale are not reached. On the other hand, the capacity of the ex-

isting industries to provide new job opportunities under the present pattern is

limited.

Products of the existing manufacturing industries are not very much based

on strict standards and qualities; often there are numerous industrial standards

for the same commodity, making its further development difficult. Most in-

dustries are not structurally interlinked within the domestic sector, and they

are still heavily dependent on imported raw materials and components for

their continued operation. Production, transportation, and distribution costs

are generally higher than those in the neighbouring countries.

There are economic, financial, technical and institutional constraints to

production and market expansion, especially in enlarging exports of manufac-

tured goods. Specific policies and measures are required for alleviating the

structural weaknesses of the current industrial pattern, to maximize the con-

tribution of the manufacturing industries to the overall growth rate of the

economy as well as in generating export revenues, and to ensure that the

growth path of the manufacturing industries will be consistent with the desired

long-term pattern as specified in the GBHN. Policies that are now being

adopted also cover the following three broad areas.

Equitable distribution. The manufacturing sector is required not only to

achieve a high growth rate but also to contribute towards the attainment of
more equitable distribution of the benefits of economic progress; the con-
straint implies that not any type of growth will be desirable. The attainment of
the growth objective subject to the equity constraint will be accomplished
through policies in two major areas, viz. the stepped-up development of small-

scale industries (including cottage and handicraft industries), and the provi-

sion of maximum employment in the manufacturing sector. This will have a
bearing on investment policies which will be discussed later.

It can be noted that some small-scale industries, by the very nature of their

small size, are inherently static and offer no potential for fast growth. On the
other hand, while some industries are by necessity typically large-scale, others
also offer a wide range of choice in technology and size of operation. In order
to make policies towards the small-scale industries effective, the sector should
also include those industries that are inherently dynamic but can be efficiently
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operated at a relatively small size. Furthermore, industries need not be assisted

just for the simple reason that they are small, but because of other considera-

tions as well.

For operational purposes in tackling the stepped-up development of small-

scale industries, the Department of Industry has adopted three criteria that

have to be simultaneously satisfied for defining a small-scale industry. These

are: the maximum investment in fixed capital and equipment amounts to Rp 70

million; investment per worker should be no more than US$ 1,000; and owner-

ship is of Indonesian nationality.

Policies and measures in support of the stepped-up development of small-

scale industries include: the required use of goods and services produced by

small-scale industries for government procurement up to certain amounts; the

development of a more extensive pattern of sub-contracting; the drawing up of

a Hst of products (and their specifications) which can be produced exclusively

by the small-scale industries; the development of industrial estates, production

centers etc. for the small-scale industries, to ensure efficient production,

marketing and distribution; direct and indirect support (technical assistance,

credit facilities), etc.

Rationalization. Equity in the distribution of income has to be achieved

while maintaining a high growth rate for the manufacturing sector. As invest-

ment funds are also limited, this will be done through a gradual rationalization

of the existing industrial pattern. On the one hand efforts will be made to con-

solidate and strengthen some particular sectors internally, in order to ensure

the optimal utilization of installed capacities. On the other hand, there will

also be a more sober stand towards new investments and a more selective pro-

motion of new projects. Different industries are to grow in a mutually suppor-

ting and reinforcing fashion, building up greater linkages based upon the ex-

isting industrial pattern.

Since domestic market size has emerged as a limiting constraint, and more

attention needs to be paid to export possibilities, rationalization will have to be

directed towards lowering the unit costs of production and making the pro-

ducts more competitive, rather than relying more on higher rates of protection.

Policies have been introduced, in general as well as in specific fashion, to make

Indonesian manufacturing products more competitive, both domestically and

in international markets. These include the devaluation of the currency, the

reduction of import duties for a large number of industrial raw materials, ex-

port certificate, etc. The Government, for its own procurement, has pronounc-

ed the policy of national preference for domestic products. The promotion of

a more expanded use of local products for further industrial development is

being done through the requirement of greater local content.
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There will be greater emphasis on the selection of technology and on the

standardization of products and processes. Greater scrutiny will also be made

on whether increases in output could best be obtained by allowing new entries

or through the mere expansion of existing plants.

In general sophisticated set-ups, equipment and processes are not to be en-

couraged. To take advantage of economic restructuring abroad, the Govern-

ment has now liberalized the imports of reconditioned equipment and capital

goods, for use in certain sectors and under certain conditions.

Development of upstream and downstream industries. Given the natural

resource endowment of Indonesia, and to lessen the dependence of the

manufacturing sector on imported raw materials and components, there will

be intensified efforts to develop more upstream industries which will process

raw materials into intermediate and semi finished products. Potentials exist

for the development of petrochemicals, non-ferrous metals, steel and heavy

engineering, and basic chemicals and siHcate.

On the other hand, some of Indonesia's exports of non-oil primary pro-

ducts still involve the earUest stage of processing. In order to obtain higher

value added, the further development of downstream industries is required,

which include the processing of food, plantation, forest, and other agricultural

products.

Most likely the development of these upstream and downstream industries

will result in the emergence of several resource-based growth centres outside

Java. These have been projected to include: North Sumatra, with oil and gas,

wood, plantation, hydroelectric, fertiUzer and aluminium smelting industries;

South Sumatra (including Banten in West Java), with oil and gas, coal, tin,

forest and plantation products, petrochemicals, steel and cement industries;

East Kalimantan, with oil and gas, petrochemicals, and forest-based in-

dustries; and South Sulawesi, with iron, nickel, paper, cement and shipping in-

dustries.

Investment. The new investment requirements projected over the five-year

period plan of Repelita III for the manufacturing sector amount to over US$
10 billion. It is expected that 65% of the funds will come from domestic

sources, and that from this amount 40% will originate from the private sector.

A need has been felt to review in concept as well as in content the list of

priority projects which has been so far used as guidelines for the admission of
new investment with incentives (both foreign and domestic). The new ap-

proach defines three levels of priority, which in turn determine the degree of
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promotional activities to be carried-out, and the extend to which faciUties and
incentives are to be granted.

Top priority projects mostly consist of basic production complexes produc-
ing primary industrial raw materials - such as petrochemicals, base metal - and
those which have a strong effect on the balance of payments. These are usually

highly capital-intensive requiring high technology. Furthermore, since their

location will usually be near the source of raw materials, the large capital

outlays involved will be further augmented by the requirements for support of
infrastructure. Special facilities will be negotiated and may be granted, and the

projects usually involve direct Government participation and/or public cor-

poration.

The second level priority projects usually involve those producing capital

goods, intermediate products, parts and components which have a critical role

to play for further industrial development. Government participation will not

be improbable, although private initiative will be given first option. The exten-

sion of incentives may include the granting of tax credit.

The third level priority projects include a vast array of projects for which

the Government is still prepared to grant certain facilities and incentives.

Basically, the area is to be kept open entirely for private enterprises, with

speedy procedures for handling application and clarity in regard to the extent

of facilities and incentives to be granted.

In view of the requirements for industrial developments as set out above,

the Department of Industry has recently been reorganized. One wing is respon-

sible for the implementation of policies and consists of four Directorates

General, viz. for Basic Metals, Basic Chemicals, Multifarious Industries, and

Small Industries.

Another wing, designated as the Agency for Industrial Research and

Development, is responsible for the formulation of policies as well as the im-

plementation of certain policies which are inter or multi-sectoral in nature of

that require the balancing of conflicting interest (for example the tariff and

protection policies). In conjunction with its function as the central administra-

tion and co-ordinating body for the formulation of policies and the implemen-

tation of certain policies the Agency is responsible for research and develop-

ment of applied technology (through over 20 research institutes spread out

throughout Indonesia under its charge), the development of industrial stan-

dards, and the promotion of industrial products, technologies, designs and

prototypes.
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The basic idea underlying the reorganization above can be seen in the ac-

companying diagram.

JAPAN'S ROLE IN INDONESIA'S DEVELOPMENT

Much of the progress achieved by Indonesia during the last decade was

scored as a result, among others, of the close economic relations with Japan.

This will be evident from even a cursory look at some of the economic

statistics, which in general reflect Japan's importance in Indonesia's foreign

economic relations.

Trade between Japan and Indonesia has expanded significantly during the

past decade, from a figure of less than $ 1 billion in 1970, increasing to over $ 9

billion in 1979, almost a tenfold increase.

Besides a major trading partner, Japan is also the largest foreign investor

in Indonesia, with a value of $ 3.9 billion comprising of 877 projects as of the

end of 1979. This figure amounted to about 14 per cent of Japan's total invest-

ment overseas, and about 70 per cent of Japan's investment in ASEAN. It can

also be noted that some of the direct investment undertaken by Japan are not

purely based on immediate commercial considerations, such as for example

the Mitsui-Kosgoro Project in Lampung. About 70 per cent of Japan's invest-

ment in Indonesia is for resource development.

Apart from trade and direct investments, Japan also extended aid to In-

donesia which as of the end of August 1980 totalled ¥ 725,864 million in com-

mitments, of which a total of ¥ 460,584 million (about 63 per cent) has been

disbursed.

Much as Japanese trade, investment and aid have made a significant con-

tribution to the development of the Indonesian manufacturing sector, there

are certain aspects which can be improved, in consonance with Indonesia's

future industrial developments.

Japan's trade with Indonesia has been basically stimulated by the drive to

secure the supplies of natural resources along traditional lines on its imports

side, and to provide market outlets for manufactured products on its export

side.

About 92 per cent of Indonesia's exports to Japan are in the form of fuel

(75 per cent) and crude materials including timber (17 per cent); Japan's im-
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ports of manufactures represented only a little over 2 per cent of its total im-

ports from Indonesia.

Corrolary to the pattern of trade, Japan's investment is partly dominated

by projects to secure the supplies of natural resources, which generally are at

the very earliest stage of processing.

Another category of investments, constituting the majority in terms of the

number of projects, but much smaller in amount, stems directly from Japan's

drive to secure the market for its manufactured products in Indonesia, which

has led Japanese firms to set up assembling or manufacturing plants catering

for Indonesia's domestic market but with all materials supplied from Japan.

Hence these investments are generally in import substitution type of industries,

from processed food to electronics, textiles, motorcycles, cars, etc. In a

number of cases the plants so established engage only in the final stage of pro-

cessing operation. The industries so established are in effect a mere trade arm
of the Japanese parent companies to penetrate the local market, and in general

have so far not shown any inclination for export.

It does not mean, however, that Indonesia stands nothing to gain from this

type of industries, but at the current stage of development it is hoped that

Japan could contribute more to the deepening of Indonesia's industrial struc-

ture. Furthermore, apparently these industries did not contribute much to the

transfer of technology.

Some of the important ingredients to support industrial development are

raw materials, capital, and know-how or more precisely stated, software or

technological know-how. It is fortunate that Indonesia is endowed with

natural resources and energy resources, renewable as well as non-renewable;

the second ingredient, capital, is of course a problem due to its short supply,

but nevertheless it is no longer an insurmountable problem especially due to

the recent developments in world oil prices. It is the third ingredient, being the

highly important software or technological know-how that Indonesia is still

sorely lacking at present, and is now keen to acquire.

Transfer of technology transaction may take various forms, such as the

following. First, the assignment, sale and Hcensing of all forms of industrial

property, including patents, designs as well as trademarks, service names and
trade names. Secondly, the provision of know-how and technical expertise in

the form of feasibility studies, plans, diagrams, models, instructions, guides,
formula, engineering designs and specifications, services involving technical

advisory and managerial personnel, and personnel training. Third, the provi-
sion of technological knowledge which are necessary for the installation,
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operation and functioning of plant and equipment, and turn-key projects, to

acquire, install and use machinery and equipment with the final objective to

perform certain production processes. Fourth, the conveyance of industrial

property, know-how, technical expertise, or technological knowledge to na-

tionals.

When Indonesia launched its First Five Year Development Plan, technical

skills and technological know-how were lacking in all fields. The Foreign In-

vestment Law of 1967 and Domestic Investment Law of 1968 have provided a

basis for the mechanism and channel of the transfer of technology. So far,

however the laws have not been followed by the formulation of comprehensive

policy and strategy towards the transfer of technology in the sense of the third

type defined above.

Experience seems to indicate that the transfer of technology in Indonesia

has not occurred as fast as it should. What is about to be presented, by way of

examples, has been based on a cursory look into the involvement in technology

transfer of some multinational corporations in the field of the so-called tradi-

tional industries (food, textiles, shoes), in electronics, battery, transport and

heavy equipment, chemicals, and mining. These examples, while not ex-

haustive, may reflect the wide variety of means by which transfer of

technology did occur of the variety of factors which affected the transfer.

In textiles, which are dominated by the Japanese group, the speed of

technology transfer appears to be slow. It has been argued that since synthetic

fibre manufacturing technology is a new field for Indonesia, it will take a

decade for almost satisfactory completion of technology transfer. Never-

theless, except in the case involving joint ventures with government participa-

tion, whether in a simple process (such as spinning, weaving, or finishing) or in

a more complex and integrated process, activities in production planning and

management, marketing, and quality control are still being carried out by ex-

patriates. Technology transfer mostly takes the form of the training and

employment of machine operators.

The slow process, one could almost say, reluctance to transfer technology

could have its origin in the Japanese concept of lifetime employment which

demands loyalty; in practice the turnover rate in Indonesia can sometimes be

high. In any case, while some Indonesian nationals have occupied important

posts in production units, there are often considerable discrepancies between

stated job description and day-to-day responsibilities. Practices which in

Japan have proven successful in considerably increasing the levels of produc-

tivity and efficiency (such as management by consensus, the organization of

working groups in production units) have not been applied in Indonesia, at
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least those involving the Indonesians. Forum for discussion and communica-
tion, library containing relevant publications, and research and development

units are in general not available. Recruiting of Indonesian experts and

engineers in the field of production processes has not been done very ag-

gressively.

There are of course exceptions to the generalization, especially those in-

volving joint ventures. In a textile mill of substantial size - a joint venture in-

volving a textile firm and a trading firm on the Japanese side', with some
Government equity on the Indonesian side - transfer of technology occurred

within a period of less than eight years, whereafter Japanese involvement in

management was only limited to three in top position. An important factor in

this particular instance has probably been the aggressive attitude of the In-

donesian partners and the fact that the partners are not alien to the textile

business.

A similar exceptional case can be found in a large electronic plant, again a
joint venture with the Japanese, where the Indonesian partner is known as an
aggressive entrepreneur.

In the case of transport and heavy equipment industry, the process of the
transfer of technology carried out by the Japanese group seems to have been a
bit more intensive. Some modifications in design engineering and activities in

production process have been entrusted to Indonesian nationals. It should
however be noted that the industry is still primarily at the assembling stage.

Thus material selection, material balance, manufacturing technology etc., are
still decided by the parent companies, and production management, procure-
ment, logistics, quality control, inspection and certification, testing analysis
etc., are carried out by the expatriates.

What has been set out above may have been an over-simplification and
sweeping generalization of the practice of technology transfer involving the
Japanese enterprises. To the extent this suffers from misconception, it serves
to indicate that there exists a communication gap. Admittedly, a systematic
study and comprehensive knowledge on the practice of the transfer of
technology in Indonesia is not available.

Some of the perceived dissatisfaction with Japanese transfer of technology
to Indonesian nationals or companies might be due to the operational set-up
whereby a Japanese subsidiary usually is a mere arm of the parent company
for capturing the host country market; as a result, the subsidiary very often
only serves as an agent for assembling or for supplying the host country with
parts and components of the parent company, and too quick a transfer of
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technology carries the danger of reducing the need of such supplies. Naturally,

technology transfer will be the most difficult and slowest in assembling and
finishing-touches industries, and the greater the dependence on parts and com-
ponents or intermediate inputs from the parent companies.

The speed and occurrence of the acquisition of technology is determined in

large measure by the role of the public sector indistrialization process. In this

regard the importance of the public sector in Indonesia can be seen from its

significant share in the investment expenditures, and its role in the develop-

ment of certain key industrial activities. Through entering into various forms

of arrangements with foreign parties, the public sector has gained access to

foreign technology; the control of the state over certain industries permits it to

engage in technology transfer transactions, involving the multinational cor-

porations, which serves best the national interest. In various forms and degrees

the transfer of technology has occurred in the public sector in Indonesia.

In certain sectors like the oil-exploration, sectors of the chemical and

engineering industry, transfer of technology through pubUc corporations have

led to the ability to establish national entities for further assimilation and

development of the technologies involved.

In state enterprises which involve the multinational corporations, the

financing are usually made through national investments without foreign equi-

ty participation. Under this arrangement, similar to the case of domestic in-

vestments, the flow of technology transfer seems to have been faster partially

because of the national control over the enterprises.

Asahan Project ~ a major aluminium smelting project — is a very special

case because Government's.equity only amounts to 25 per cent. In undertaking

the Asahan Project, there is no formal arrangement for the transfer of

technology, but nonetheless it has occurred on the job on a daily basis,

perhaps because of the existence of an official supervisory agency, the Asahan

Authority. The transfer apparently started to occur after some seasoning pro-

cess of Indonesia staff personnel on the spot and after almost a year of field

drill. The most important determinant of the transfer has been the develop-

ment of the technological and metal readiness of the local personnel to really

be able to absorb whatever transfer of technology is carried out.

Experience over the last ten to fifteen years in Indonesia has demonstrated

a number of stages of transfer of technology, probably inherent to the

economic c.q. industrial development process of any developing country.

First stage is the transfer of skills and the ability of operating equipment,

next comes more responsible technical and supcrrisory acitivities, followed by
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managerial skills and eventually top management. Real transfer of technology,

however, could only be regarded as successful if processes involved in various

stages of production has been mastered by the nationals. It is apparently at this

stage that real transfer of technology becomes a pressing issue.

Indonesia has now arrived at the stage of putting a strong emphasis on the

development of its technological capacities. This will mean that there will be

greater emphasis on the selection of technology as well as on the standardiza-

tion of products and processes. Japan could play a very important role in

assisting Indonesia's efforts in this regard.

CONCLUDING REMARK

There are certainly solid bases for continuing and expanding future

economic and technical relations between Japan and Indonesia on mutually

beneficial terms. However, the context and nature of those relationships have

to undergo slight changes, but nonetheless the scope could be expanded in

assisting Indonesia's industrial development.

In view of Japan's attempts at restructuring its economy on the one hand,

and Indonesia's comparative advantage in resource-based and energy-

intensive industries on the other hand, there is a sufficiently wide scope for

considerable investments in industries that process raw materials towards in-

termediate and semi-finished products such as sponge-iron, aluminium ingots,

olefins, aromatics, basic chemicals, pulp and paper, ferro-nickel, steel, wood
products. Investment in such industries would fill the gap in Indonesia's in-

dustrial structure while at the same time it will also secure the supplies of in-

dustrial inputs required by Japan.

In addition, Japan could increasingly apply to Indonesia another type of

investment, viz. investments to establish bases for export to third markets.

Some initial steps towards this kind of operations have in fact been made, for

example in textiles and garments. In view of the fact that in some sub-sectors

of the Japanese industry the comparative advantage has gradually been eroded
by rising wages and increasing energy costs, there are favorable factors for

making expansion in export oriented industries. These export industries may
not only cater to third markets, but also to Japan; but for this purpose Japan
needs to provide greater access to the marketing of Indonesia's manufactured
products. In some sectors the domestic markets in Indonesia have turned out
to be already large enough to support industries producing end-product lines.

These industries provide the basis for the development of related upstream in-
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dustries, not only for fulfilling the requirements of existing industries in In-

donesia, but also for supplying industrial inputs to the world market.

Japan has had considerable experience in adopting a system of linking the

large- and the small-scale industries in their development. The creation of

maximum linkages between large- and small-scale industries, involving the

Japanese large enterprises in Indonesia, will no doubt also yield a significant

positive impact, viz. through providing maximum employment opportunities

and facilitating more equitable distribution of income.

Through intensified technical and economic cooperation between Japan

and Indonesia, it is hoped that in the future there will be more rapid flow of

technological transfer to Indonesia.



INDUSTRIAL RESTRUCTURING IN

DEVELOPED COUNTRIES: IMPLICA-
TIONS FOR INDONESIA

Suhadi MANGKUSUWONDO

PREFACE

In the following we will discuss in brief the importance of industrial

restructuring in developed countries to developing countries such as Indonesia.

That problem has become one of the basic issues which is often discussed in in-

ternational fora where dialogues between the North and the South take place.

For many developing countries like Indonesia and the other ASEAN coun-

tries, the problem of industrial restructuring has even become the main priori-

ty in the agenda of topics discussed in connection with the North-South issues.

Special attention will be given to the relationship between Japan and In-

donesia. Nevertheless, the problem cannot be separated from the more general

problem, namely the overall relationship between North and South.

THE PROBLEM

In the present situation of the world economy where rapid changes con-

tinuously take place, adjustment in the economic structure in each country is a

necessity if the country concerned is to survive in the international economic

scene. An example of a very rapid change was the substantial rise of the price

of oil in 1973/1974, followed by a further rise in 1979/1980. The very con-

siderable rise in the oil price has radically changed the balance in international

economic relations. On the one hand, oil producing countries emerged with

very large surpluses of funds while on the other hand there are countries suf-

fering from serious financial difficulties as a consequence of the considerable

rise in the oil price.

The very great change in the distribution of wealth among nations has also

caused a change in the international flow of goods, services as well as capital.
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In a situation that has changed so radically, each country has to make ad-

justments, in its structure of production as well as in its structure of trade and
financial relationship with other countries.

Under those circumstances, the fate of countries depends very much on
their ability to adapt themselves to the new balance of economic relations.

Both the industrial countries and the developing countries have to adjust their

industrial structure. Those countries that are able to accomplish their in-

dustrial restructuring swiftly will be able to cope favourably with such

changes. On the contrary, countries that fail to make industrial restructuring

will constantly face economic difficulties. This will apply, both to developed

countries and to developing countries.

THE NORTH-SOUTH ISSUES

Indonesia is very much interested in the North-South Dialogue, because the

problems discussed are of vital interest to Indonesia, either directly or indirect-

ly. Issues like foreign assistance, commodities, access to market in developed

countries, transfer of technology, food, access to international capital market,

all are very important issues for Indonesia. Therefore, Indonesia has always

actively participated in various international fora where such issues are

discussed. Nevertheless, it cannot be denied that during the last several years

some shifts have taken place in the order of priority of such issues for In-

donesia.

A few years ago when the North-South Dialogue was just started, the issue

of transfer of resources of foreign aid constituted first priority for Indonesia,

due to the fact that to start seriously with the national development, additional

funds from overseas countries were urgently needed. Thereafter, Indonesia's

attention has gradually focussed on the issue of commodities, because the ex-

port of raw material started to increase substantially. In such condition the

price stability of commodities in the international market became very impor-

tant in order to ensure adequate export proceeds. This is not to say that the

issue of financial assistance from overseas countries was no longer important.

However, the order of priority for Indonesia started to shift in accordance

with the stage of development in Indonesia during Repelita I and Repelita II.

At present the order of priority for Indonesia has started again to shift,

namely to the direction of access to market in industrialized countries. This is

due to the fact that Indonesia has begun to export industrial products in

significant quantities so that the issue of access to market in developed coun-

tries became crucial.
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In the meantime, the issues of food production and energy remain of major

importance. Nevertheless, in the course of time it is Hkely that the priority will

again shift from access to market in industrialized countries to transfer of

technology and access to international capital markets. The continuous shif-

ting in priorities is a normal process, reflecting the stages of economic growth

in Indonesia.

As stated above, at present Indonesia accords high priority to the issue of

access to market in industrialized countries, particularly for finished and semi-

finished goods produced by the new emerging domestic industry. In this con-

nection, the issue of protectionism prevailing in the industrialized countries is

a very important issue for Indonesia, considering that the main market for In-

donesia's export products remains to be the developed countries. In the

framework of our discussion, the most relevant one is the relationship between

Indonesia and Western Europe, because at present the countries of the Euro-

pean Economic Community are the ones that practice the most restrictive im-

port policy in order to protect their domestic industry. The same also occurs in

USA, AustraUa and Canada. Japan up to now is not too strict in its protective

policy. However, even though the Japanese government does not officially

practice widespread import restrictions to protect its domestic industry, the

facts indicate that it is not easy for foreign industrial products to enter the

Japanese market. Therefore, the issue of access to the Japanese market re-

mains to be an important problem for countries hke Indonesia.

IMPLICATIONS FOR INDONESIA

The rise of the oil price has had a great effect on the development of In-

donesia. During the last 8 years, it may even be said that the economic
development of Indonesia has been dominated by the increase of the price of
oil. As an oil producing and exporting country, Indonesia has gained con-
siderable benefits from the price rise.

The high price of oil has drastically increased Indonesia's export earnings

and the State revenues from profit taxes in the oil sector. During the last 3

years for instance, the total overall export value in 1979 increased by 33.8Vo.

In 1980 the increase was 40.5% whereas in the first quarter of 1981 the increase
was 20.7%.

The fast increase of export earnings was mainly due to the increase in the
export value of oil and natural gas. Although in terms of volume the export of
oil during the last several years did not increase, nevertheless, its value in-

dicated a considerable increase. The large proceeds in foreign exchange and
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the large increase in state revenue have enabled Indonesia to accelerate its na-

tional development program. In particular the large amounts of funds

available have enabled Indonesia to start with the development of its industrial

sector which would pave the way in the direction of a more balanced economic
structure. This would lead to the attainment of sustained growth in the not too

distant future.

The change of the economic structure in Indonesia leading to moderniza-

tion has become evident, a.o. in the development of the manufacturing sector

like textile industry, food and beverage industry, cement industry, fertilizers,

plywood, iron bars, etc.

The process of economic development is also manifested in the processing

industry of agricultural products, where agricultural raw materials gradually

are being more and more processed at home before being exported. In line

with such industrialization process, development has also taken place in the

agricultural sector, including fishery and cattle breeding and also in the sector

of services Hke transportation, telecommunication, banking, etc.

Those changes in the economic structure, however, were accompanied by

certain problems, one of which is how to market the industrial products in the

developed countries. In order to cope with the competition of products from

developing countries, many industrialized countries embarked on restrictive

policies with the purpose of protecting their domestic industry. These ever

widening protectionism was the consequence of the failure of many developed

countries to restructure their industries.

Faced with competition from cheaper products originating from develop-

ing countries, many developed countries have failed to make the necessary ad-

justments switching their business to other fields where they have comparative

advantage. When the industrial restructuring were un-successful, such in-

dustries made an urgent appeal to their governments for protections against

competition of imports originating from developing countries. It is obvious

that for Indonesia which has just started with industriahzation, such protec-

tion policy is very harmful. With the closure of the market for certain in-

dustrial products, the industrial development and even the overall process of

industrialization in Indonesia may be threatened. If this happens, it means that

Indonesia will not be able to achieve the changes in its economic structure in

the direction of modernization as has been planned.

As has been stated above, Indonesia has just started exporting its industrial

products. Up to now the largest part of Indonesia's export consists of oil and

natural gas and other raw materials from the mining and agricultural sectors.
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The export of industrial products has only begun to increase in 1979 after the

devaluation of the Rupiah. The export value of industrial products more than

doubled compared with that in 1978 but the value in absolute terms was still

small. In real terms (volume) the export of industrial products increased two

and one-half time. In 1980 the increase in the export of industrial products

became far less. Its value increased by 11.8% whereas the volume increased

only by 6.88%. During the first quarter of 1981, provisional data indicated

that the export value of industrial products fell off by 3.6%. From those

figures it is evident that up to now Indonesia has not been able to establish the

export of its industrial products. Several industrial products showed a big

increase in 1979, a.o. cement, iron bars, fertilizers and yarns, but in 1980 and

during the first quarter of 1981 the export of those goods stopped increasing

and even showed some decrease. The main reason for that was the increase in

domestic consumption of cement, iron bars, fertilizers as well as yarns, caus-

ing a decline of exportable surpluses and in some cases eliminating them

altogether. Several industrial products which seem to have established their

export markets are plywood, building components particularly made of wood,

sanitary ware, garments, footwear and traveUing articles like handbags, etc. It

is quite obvious that Indonesia is still far behind some of the developing coun-

tries. In 1980 the export value of industrial products was only around 8% of

exports outside of oil and natural gas. Compared with total exports including

oil and natural gas, the export value of industrial products in 1980 was oni:

2.5%.

In such condition, it is easv +o understand why Indonesia pays a great df^

of attention to the problem c.cess to market in the industrialized countries

particularly for manufactured and semi-manufactured goods. It is easy tc

understand why the Indonesian government is very concerned about thi

restrictions imposed by the European Economic Community on the export o

garments from Indonesia.

In addition to textile and finished goods, barriers are also felt in the export

of plywood which is subject to tariff quotas in the European Economic Com-
munity and subject to a relatively high tariff in the USA market. Measures to

restrict Indonesia's export is also taken by the European Community for

tapioca pellets for cattle feed. The Indonesian government is very concerned

about such restrictions, the more so since there are indications that the restric-

tions will be applied also to other Indonesian export products.

The excuse used by the industrialized countries to impose restrictions on
export commodities from developing countries are in general hard to accept.

Particularly, the reason put forward for the restriction of the import of textile

and garments from developing countries, namely that the developing countries
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produce textile at a very low cost which in their opinion is not reasonable

because the wages of the workforce are too low and are not in conformity with

normal labour standards. Such reasoning is hard to accept considering that the

wages in the textile industry in Indonesia as well as in other developing coun-

tries are not lower than the wages in other industrial sectors in these countries

and also not lower if compared with the standard of the average income of the

people. Compared with the level of income per capita, the wages of workers in

the textile industry in developing countries are proportionally more or less

similar to those in industrialized countries. By restricting the import of textile

produced by developing countries for reason that the cost is too low, the in-

dustrialized countries are in fact penalizing the developing countries because

they are poor. It is quite obvious that this is hard to accept for the developing

countries.

ROLE OF JAPAN

What can we expect from Japan in the North-South Dialogue, particularly

in the relationship between Japan and Indonesia? In the field of financial

assistance, especially the Official Development Assistance, it is expected that

Japan will continue increasing its assistance in the form of soft loans, so as to

reach 0.1 percent of the GNP in 1985. In the field of commodities, Japan is ex-

pected to continue its willingness for cooperation in the international com-

moditiy agreements, particularly with respect to commodities produced by

developing countries like tin, rubber, copper, timber, etc.

So far, the attitude of the Japanese government has in general been positive

in supporting international agreements on commodities, including the

establishment of the Common Fund. Nevertheless, Japan has not yet shown its

willingness to support the stabilization program of the export earnings of

developing countries (STABEX) outside the IMF Compensatory Financing

Facility. However, the relevant area of our topic of discussion here is the

cooperation of Japan in the field of trade, particularly trade in manufactured

and semi-manufactured goods.

As is well known, it is very hard for foreign traders to enter the market in

Japan, although officially no obstacles are imposed by the Japanese govern-

ment. The main reason of the difficulty for a foreign trader to enter the

Japanese market is the existence of obstacles which are of non-tariff and non-

official nature. Barriers like language and the fact that the marketing channels

among the traders and industriahsts in Japan are already well-established,

makes it very hard for a foreign trader to penetrate the Japanese market. Here

lies a possibility for the Japanese government, through JETRO as well as the
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ASEAN Promotion Centre for Trade, Investment and Tourism, recently in-

augurated in Tokyo, to assist Indonesia and other ASEAN countries in the

marketing of their goods in Japan which have so far met with difficulties. In

case an Indonesian product competes with a Japanese industrial product,

Japan should not give excessive protection to its industry, the more so if it ap-

pears that such industry no longer have comparative advantage in Japan. By

this, Indonesia and other ASEAN countries will be given better opportunities

for the development of their industries. On the other hand, by constructing

complementary industries in Japan, the possibility of exchange of goods bet-

ween both countries will become even more wider. In this connection, both

governments may want to hold a special meeting of their respective planning

agencies, particularly for planning in the industrial sector in order to match the

industrial development in both countries.

Those are then a few notes relating to the problem of industrial adjustment

in industrialized countries. I have tried to describe how important such issues

are for Indonesia, particularly in the present stage of development. Whether or

not Indonesia will be successful to reach a sustained economic growth, will be

determined to a large degree by what is done by the industrialized countries.

As a final note, I would surmise that in carrying out industrial restructur-

ing, Japan would Ukely shift from the traditional industrial structure to the

direction of a post industrial society. The new industries which will be

developed by Japan will certainly be more sophisticated and based on advanc-

ed technology. Some people say that Japan in the not too distant future will

enter a period of a new society, which is no longer based on industries as we
know at present, but on industries which are more based on computerization

and on the collection, processing, and dissemination of information. In case

the Japanese economy of the future will completely differ from the traditional

economy that we are familiar with at present, the question arises whether the

developing countries such as Indonesia have to pass through all the stages of

development which have been experienced by the developed countries in the

past, namely to establish an industry like textile industry and then to shift to

che direction of upstream industries, including machine industry, steel in-

dustry, etc. Such a pattern has traditionally been considered as a pattern that

every country has to pass through if the country is intending to reach a high

level of development. However, now that the form of the post industrial socie-

ty has become clearer, the question emerges whether for Indonesia and other

developing countries no shortcut exists, so that the developing countries will

not always find themselves left far behind by the industrialized countries. If

Indonesia has to pass through all the stages of development as have been travel,

ed by the industrialized countries, it means that it may take a few decades or
may be half a century before Indonesia could reach the level equal to the in-
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dustrialized countries at present. If the form of the economy of the future dif-

fers completely from the present one because of the great difference in the

technological base, there should be a possibility for Indonesia to skip one or

two stages so that Indonesia will be able to reach a higher level of development

within a shorter period.



THE THREE STRATEGIES, STRUC-
TURAL CHANGES, RELOCATION OF
INDUSTRIES AND RESOURCE-BASED
COUNTRIES

J. PANGLAYKIM

1. INTRODUCTION

The rapid development in international trade and business has brought

about welfare, growth and development to many countries, among others,

Japan, West Germany, South Korea, Taiwan and Hong Kong. During the era

of free trade, fixed exchange rate and economic leadership of the United States

of America, many of these countries, and in particular Japan and West Ger-

many, including many of the American multinational companies, have taken

advantage of the boom era.

When the era of free trade developed into the era of organized free trade,

organized marketing agreements, floating exchange rate and proliferation of

economic leadership, the growth of international trade and business began to

slow down. With the end of the free trade era and the slowing down of the in-

ternational economy, many domestic and international economic as well as

political problems have occupied the minds of the leaders of the developed and

developing worlds.

The domestic economies, to be supposedly viewed as one national

economy, have shown an uneven growth pattern and have brought about

political and economic problems. Many of the industriaUsed economies may
be seen as having developed "sub-economies" which in terms of geographical

area, speed of growth, rate of returns, etc. have shown an uneven develop-

ment. The American economy, which may be seen as consisting of five dif-

ferent sub-economies, is an example. According to a July 1981 survey in

Business Week, the American economy consists of five separate sub-

economies or sectors, i.e.:

(i) traditional manufacturing sector,

(ii) energy-based sector,
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(iii) technological advanced industries,

(iv) agri-business sector, and
(v) service industries, such as banking, insurance, communication and

consultancy.

It is the traditional manufacturing sector (consisting of industries like the

automobile, shipping and steel industries) that has been seen as the stagnating

sector of most of the industrialised countries, except probably Japan.

As some of the industries in the traditional sector of the industrialised

countries suffer severe competition, among others, from Japan and other

NICS countries, poUtical and economic interest groups in the industrialised

countries concerned are putting pressures on the protection of the domestic
national industries. The national economic and political interests are at stake.

So with the stress on national interest above all other interests, policy makers
and leaders of the countries in question may have no other alternative but to

formulate policies protecting the national interest.

2. THE DEVELOPING INTERNATIONAL TENSIONS: A RESULT OF
DIFFERENT STRATEGIES?

The developing international tensions in the economic and trade sectors

may have been brought about by the fact that the different countries have to

pursue different strategies in their endeavour to develop their national

economies. Let us now try to explain what we mean with the pursuance and

implementation of different strategies.

We have found that there are at least three different strategies pursued by

the different countries. These are:

(i) Export-led strategy: It appears that countries, which are less endowed

with natural resources, have adopted the export-led strategy or export-

led industrialisation^ in order to develop their economies. We have

observed that countries Uke Japan, South Korea, Taiwan, Hong Kong

and Singapore are known as "chop-stick countries" or are also called

"the little and big dragons". These countries have been successful.

Japan, in particular, has managed to penetrate the international market.

Their success in penetrating the domestic market of the industrialised

countries with their manufacturing products was seen, among others, as

"exporting unemployment" to these countries. The penetration of the ex-

ports of the NICS countries was also seen in the light of the Japanese ex-

perience. This means that the manufacturing sector of the industrialised

1 See E. Lee (Ed.), Export-led Industrialisation and Development, ILO, 1981.
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countries were not in a position to compete with the exports from the

domestic-demand-led economies,

(ii) Domestic-demand-led strategy: Countries endowed with natural

resources like the USA, United Kingdon^ and West Germany seem to

have adopted the domestic-demand-led strategy. They have developed

their national economies through the development of their domestic

markets, with the exception probably of the West Germany case. The

free enterprise economies prefer not to see too much government in-

tervention because they are based on the free enterprise system. Com-

pared to the export-led economies, they are quite different. While in the

export-led economies the governments exercise quite a strong "ad-

ministrative guidance" (which is felt by the enterprises), in these

Western economies such government administrative guidance plans, be

they in terms of indicative planning or something else, are made at the

enterprise level. Although a minimal administrative guidance type exists,

for instance, in France, in the USA the enterprises are, however, the

planners.

(iii) Trade-led strategy: We have observed lately a strategy developing in

most of the developing nations, particularly in the ASEAN countries,

except Singapore. When a decision was made to industriahse the coun-

tries, these ASEAN nations resorted to the "import substitution prin-

ciple". At the other end, the agricultural sector is export-oriented since

it is exporting unprocessed raw materials. We have found that when im-

plemented, this "import substitution principle" has brought about more

dependency to the national economy. It seems that the industries

developed in these developing countries are primarily assembling in-

dustries because they have "refrained" from forming the forward and

backward Hnkages. As the manufacturing sector increased its capacities,

so we also have become more dependent on imported equipment,

machinery, spare parts, components, industrial raw-materials, etc. More
and more of the foreign exchange earned by the agricultural and mineral

sectors is being used to finance this dependency on imports, thus forcing

many of us to "reformulate" the national industrial pohcy. We call this

new direction trade-led strategy. Probably the main focus is to organize

deliberately the linkages that will make us less dependent upon the im-

port, for instance, of industrial raw materials. It is therefore necessary

for us to change our trade pattern with the industrial countries. Instead

of exporting our unprocessed raw materials we must not process them at

the second stage into "industrial raw materials". We should aim at

becoming suppliers of industrial raw materials and, as we move further,

at becoming also producers of industrial finished products. The aim,

therefore, of the trade-led strategy is to change the existing trade pattern

with the industrial nations. As a resource-base region, the ASEAN coun-
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tries, with the exception of Singapore, will be able to become, as a

region, one of the main suppliers of industrial raw materials and will

also be in a position to become competitive industrial suppliers in the in-

ternational world.

3. DIFFERENT ORGANISATIONAL AND STRUCTURAL FRAME-
WORK?

The fact that the international economies are following at least three

strategies has also its consequences. These are more or less reflected in the

organisational and structural framework.

We have observed that in the export-led economies the private sector, the

government and the bureaucracy have to work closely together in order to be

able to implement the goals and objectives set by the "planners". We have

seen this implemented in the Japanese export-led economy. The linkages

among: (i) the government sector, which formulates the broad outlines of the

national targets; (ii) the bureaucracy, which is assigned with the formulation

of the various policies of implementation, and (iii) the private sector, which

has to translate these policies into operational plans, will enable these three

sectors to work closely together. This "model" has inspired the export-led

economies of South Korea, Taiwan and probably also Singapore.

The trade-led economies may also be inspired by this proven "model", but

in these countries this model will require prior adjustment to the environment.

But basically the principle of cooperation among the government, the

bureaucracy and the private sector is a conditio sine qua non if these countries

want to implement their trade-led strategy successfully.

In the case of the domestic-demand-led strategy we have observed that the

thousands of decision makers are at the enterprise level. They plan, formulate

policies and make these plans operational at the enterprise level. One could say

that in these Western countries, which have based their economies on the

domestic demand, each economy consists of thousands of decision centres,

most probably without coordinating mechanisms. They rely on the market and

price mechanisms. Although it is also known that the "invisible hand of Adam

Smith" seems to have been replaced by the "visible hand of the managerial

hierarchy of the big corporations". (A.D. Chandler. Jr., The Visible Hand, the

Managerial Revolution in American Business, Harvard University Press,

1977)
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We have also found that at the institutional level there are quite different

organizational set-ups. In the case of Japan or South Korea the private sector

has managed to combine and mobilize the factors of production with the close

assistance and guidance of the government and the bureaucracy and has in so

doing developed a horizontal and vertical integration of conglomerates con-

centrated around big banks and financial institutions. At the dornestic level

these conglomerates, which are public-owned companies (not owned and con-

trolled by families as was the case with the Zaibatsu) compete with one another

(domestically) in order to become leaders in their sphere of business activities.

We have also found groupings like the Fuyo Group (around the Fuji

Bank), Dai-Ichi Kangyo Group (around the Dai-ichi Kangyo Bank), Mit-

subishi Group and Mitsui Group. These conglomerates, with the Sogo Shosha

(general trading firms) ~ Mitsui, Mitsubishi, Marubeni, to name only a few ~

as their main vehicles in their competition against their rivals in the interna-

tional business world, have become a "system". When facing the Japanese

export-led economy, the international business world may be said to be

basically facing a well-proven "system".

At the other end of the spectrum the domestic-demand-led economies have

not developed this kind of system. One may say that in their competition in the

international business world they face the Japanese system as big individual

multinational corporation. They may not have other basic ingredients such as

government support and international network of branches, information cen-

tres and markets.

In summary, we have observed that the different national strategies have

resulted in a different organizational and structural framework as reflected in

the institutions and linkages which is very important in becoming competitive

in the international business world. This means that their performances in the

international economy could be seen as the outcome of the different organiza-

tional, structural and institutional set-ups. We have observed that the perfor-

mances of the different economies have resulted in Japan's success story along

with the less successful result of the Western industrial countries (USA/EEC).

4. STRUCTURAL CHANGES AND ADJUSTMENT POLICIES?

The different performances of the main trading nations in the international

world have turned our world into at least three opposing camps, namely:

(i) Successful Japan and the NICS,
(ii) Western industrialised nations (USA/EEC/Canada), and
(iii) Developing nations.
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It appears that at present Japan and probably the NICS countries are in a
kind of tense relationship with the less "successful" industrial nations like the
USA and EEC.

To prevent the growing trend toward protectionism from developing fur-

ther, structural changes and adjustment policies are now the big issue that con-
fronts the international business world. In theory, all the industrial nations are

basically still committed to the free trade principle, but in reality the trend in

many of the Western industrial nations is to formulate and implement policies

which can be classified as "disguised protectionisms".

The asymmetrical economic relationship between the developing and
developed worlds has already been in existence for a long time. Now one can

say that an asymetrical relationship has been developing among the industrial

nations. Therefore, in order to re-dress this asymetrical relationship among the

industrialised nations, structural changes and adjustment policies are the

mechanisms that can bring about a new balanced position.

However, according to William Diebold, Jr. in his book entitled Industrial

Policy as an International Issue (McGraw Hill, 1980), the inclination of the in-

dustrial nations is to resist structural changes. The present industrial policies

formulated by the industrial nations seem to be a combination that is

characteristic of the "defensive, adaptive and initiative changes". The

Western industrial nations have apparently been more inclined to the defensive

type of changes that has brought about protectionistic poHcies. The Japanese,

in particular, have taken the initiative to change their industrial structure by

making a national decision to go for "knowledge intensive industries". This

consensus was made possible because of their well-proven "system", but is

less possible in the case of, for instance, the USA whose economy consists of

so many power centres.

It appears that at present we are facing a rather complex problem of

whether the international world could have the will to bring about structural

changes in their respective countries with a view to creating a new balance rela-

tionship, particularly among the industrial nations. If the international world

cannot provide the forces and the wise leadership for the attainment of an in-

ternational agreement on structural changes and adjustment policies, then we

will see two camps in the industrial world. Diebold is of the opinion that "

structural change in the world economy is essential to progress If improv-

ed ways are not found for dealing with these problems through international

agreement, there will be increased friction among countries and a deterioration

of international economic relation". The Trilateral Commission suggests the

formation of an international team in order to be able to resolve the potential

and dangerous conflicts.
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5. JAPAN'S DECISION TOWARD A KNOWLEDGE INTENSIVE IN-

DUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT

Japan's consensus to re-direct its traditional "intensive energy based" and

"raw material based" industries toward "knowledge intensive industries"

may create opportunities for the raw-material and resource based countries.

These industries in Japan will no longer be profitable if they are still located in

such consumer and export centres as Japan and South Korea. It may therefore

be necessary for them to relocate these industries into the energy and raw-

material based countries. In this connection, Indonesia, Malaysia and

Australia occupy quite strong positions. In times to come this trend will

become more apparent.

Should such a relocation take place in the future, Indonesia would have to

prepare itself in order to be able to take advantage of new opportunities that

will make possible the implementation of the trade-led strategy at a faster

speed. In preparing such an operational programme one should not involve

oneself with technicalities only but should also be business-oriented, aided by

the establishment and support of financial, commercial research and educa-

tional institutions in Hne with the required development.

If we plan and prepare ourselves carefully, the establishment of such

relocated industries may accelerate the national efforts toward the production

of industrial raw-materials. This means that the trade pattern between In-

donesia and Japan will undergo changes. We shall then be able to reduce im-

ports of industrial raw-materials from Japan and other industrial nations and
become instead one of the main suppliers of industrial raw-materials to Japan
and the rest of the world. This will help us reduce our dependence on the sup-

ply of imported industrial raw-materials. Apart from this, Indonesia will also

be able to change its national industries structure, so that in so doing it will be
able to direct its efforts toward the creation of more linkages, both backward
and forward, in the industrial structure.



INDONESIA'S CURRENT NON-OIL
ENERGY PRODUCTION AND FUTURE
OUTLOOK*

WIJARSO

INTRODUCTION

Searching for alternative energy resources to substitute oil fuels is obvious-

ly a main issue among policy makers and experts both from the developed and

the developing countries alike. All of us are attempting to search for and to

develop alternative energy resources.

Indonesia is no exception. We are trying to do the same, and in coopera-

tion with other nations are presently engaged in the search for practical ways

to utilize alternative energy resources. We are doing this since we are aware

that, no matter how large our energy resources are, the non-renewables are

depletable. Oil is our largest single export commodity and foreign exchange

earner.

Oil at present is also supplying about 80% of our total commercial energy

consumption. Since we are now entering the industriahzation phase of our

Five Year Development Plan, and with a growing population, energy demand

is continually and rapidly rising. To help reUeve the burden on oil it is im-

perative that non-oil energy resources, i.e. coal, hydro, geothermal, biomass,

solar and wind energy, have to be developed.

CURRENT NON-OIL PRODUCTION

Of those non-oil energy sources, the one which I believe can make signifi-

cant contribution to meet our future energy requirements is coal. Coal reserves

* Speech by Mr. Wijarso, Director General of Oil and Gas, Ministry of Mines and Energy,

Republic of Indonesia, at the International Seminar on Financing for Alternative Energy

Development, Tokyo, September 10, 1981.
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in Indonesia are spread over the country, but mainly in two major islands

namely, Sumatra and Kalimantan. The total resources are estimated to be

about 15 billion metric tonnes.

Coal production in 1941 attained a level of two million tonnes a year,

about a third of which was exported. A low point in production was reached in

1973 (about 150.000 tonnes). But since that time production rose gradually

and by 1980 production had reached almost 300.000 tonnes.

The renewable energy source which has a crucial role is hydropower. It is

already playing a role in electricity generation in Indonesia and its potential for

electricity generation has been estimated at 31.000 MW, of which currently on-

ly 457 MW have been utilized (further utilization of this potential for large

scale hydropower plants is constrained due to the high investment costs). In

considering the potential small scale hydropower generation (10 kW-500 kW
range), this energy source is considerably limited by its availability in the

population centres.

The other energy source that can substitute oil is geothermal energy. The

geography of Indonesia is obviously favourable for geothermal energy and the

total exploitable geothermal potential of Indonesia has teen estimated at

8.000-10.000 MW approximately, with about half of that total on Java. There

is at present a 150 kW unit in operation at Kamojang in West Java and a 2 MW
unit just starting up on Dieng Plateau in Central Java. The government has

identified five areas on Java for development with the intention to invite

foreign firms to submit proposals for exploration, development and possibly

power generation.

The type of energy mostly consumed in Indonesia is biomass, since this has

traditionally been the primary energy source. Most of the biomass energy con-

sumed is firewood and agricultural waste. In 1976, the production of firewood

and agricultural waste in Indonesia amounted to 88.5 million tonnes, whereas

the consumption level was 61.3 million tonnes. Thus, there seems to be a

surplus of production. In Java, consumption has gradually grown faster than

production. And in 1976 consumption exceeded production by 50%. On the

other hand, surplus outside Java remained large, making it seem rather ob-

vious that this substantial surplus could be utilized in Java,

Beside the non-oil energy sources that I have mentioned, there are two
other sources of energy I should like to touch upon. Solar energy has tradi-

tionally been extensively used in the form of direct radiation. Average insola-

tion per year is estimated at about 1.800 kWh/m^ which is over and above the

limits of application. Direct solar energy has a role in crop drying, and may
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have also a role in solar water heaters and stills, solar cookers, and at a

technologically more advanced stage for use in photovohaic water pumps and
refrigerators. There are a number of solar experimental programmes under-

way at Indonesian universities and institutes. Photovoltaic electricity has been

produced in some small scale applications and a number of tests of various im-

portant systems are underway. However, though solar radiation per annum is

well above the threshold of application, the dearth of cost-efficient

technologies do not make it a feasible proposition at this time.

Wind power is widely used for the traditional mode of sea transportation.

Currently, several locations show promise for land-based generators, having

wind speeds of more than 20 km/hr and an intensity of more than 1 .500 kWh/
m^/hr. Some multiblade windmills, which have been installed with foreign aid

for water pumping purposes, have not been successful. Improper preparation

and maintenance may have contributed to the failure of these mills. The main

constraint is probably the improper preparation of feasibility studies.

FUTURE OUTLOOK

After describing the current non-oil energy production in Indonesia I

should like to present some of my views on the outlook on non-oil sources of

energy to meet Indonesia's future demand. To meet the ever-increasing de-

mand for energy in Indonesia, it is our policy to conserve the use of oil, which

today forms the main source of energy supply, and to develop non-oil energy

resources. In implementing such mission, we intend to use other hydrocarbon

energy sources, such as coal, as a first option.

It is the intention that coal should be used in electric power plants and in-

dustry (among others, cement industry). We expect, therefore that the demand

for coal will rise rapidly during the 1980's, and will reach to about 15 million

tonnes in 1990 and probably to around 50 million tonnes in the year 2.000.

The development of coal in Indonesia will be undertaken by the Govern-

ment, either directly by State owned companies or in the form of joint opera-

tions with foreign firms. Investment requirements have been estimated to be

US$ 4 billion to 1990 and an additional US$ 13 billion to the 2.000. These in-

vestment requirement are for the mine as well as for the infrastructural

development.

Peat may be a resource of comparable magnitude, but it has yet to be con-

sidered seriously as an energy source in Indonesia. However, what ever
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evidence there is suggest that there may be up to 140 billion tonnes of coal

equivalent available.

As for hydropower, the construction of a 1 .200 MW hydropower plant is

underway in North Sumatra, and another 700 MW in Saguling, West Java.

Beside these two plants, other hydroplants with a total capacity of 6.000 MW
are planned to be on stream by the year 2.000. It is estimated also that in the

next 20 years, small scale hydropower plants with a total capacity of 450 MW
will be installed in rural areas. The cost to build all of those hydro-projects is

estimated at approximately US$ 4.2 billion.

Today, we have only very limited experience with geothermal energy, since

our first 30 MW geothermal power plant at Kawah Kamojang, West Java will

not be in operation until next year. However, we believe that geothermal

energy could play a role in meeting our electric energy demand. Although it

would require a considerable effort on our part, we believe that around 2.000

MW of geothermal power could be on line by the year 2.000. This generous

estimate is due in part to the availability of the technology and the favourable

cost of generation. The investment cost needed until the year 2.000 will be US$
1.5 billion approximately.

There are several programmes currently underway to increase biomass

energy production in Java and other densely populated islands. These include

dissemination of seedlings of fast growing trees, experimental plots of those

trees and research on soil characteristics suitable for energy plants. Oppor-

tunities for expanding current use of biomass in the industrial sector, par-

ticularly the forest product industries, and the introduction of biomass as a

fuel for electricity generation in remote and isolated areas of Indonesia are

promising. The cost of investment until the year 2.000 in the energy plantation

development has been estimated to be about US$ 1.6 billion.

The potential for the use of solar energy in Indonesia is large. The areas of

early adoption will be single hot water systems for health clinics, hotels and
other small industrial uses, solar hot water heating, industrial hot water

heating, agricultural uses such as crop drying and standalone electrification

with photovoltaic systems. The 1990's is expected be a growth period for

photovoltaic and many specialized uses. When they will become economically

competitive with other alternatives, which is now projected to happen some
time in the 1990's and at the latest by the year 2.000, as much as one-tenth of

one percent of the electricity demand could be supplied by photovoltaics.

The use of wind to produce mechanical power has a large number of possi-

ble applications, especially off-Java. In the islands where small-scale
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agriculture is being emphasized, where diesel fuel supply is difficult and
average wind velocities are at least 3.5 m/s, wind pumping can be considered.

It can affect a large number of people and be a great benefit in terms of

agricultural production. It is expected that by the year 2.000 a large number of

wind pumping installation could be in place on the islands. At present, the in-

vestment needed for solar and wind energy is limited for conducting research

and collecting data. By 1990 the investment needed is estimated to be about

US$ 10 million.

CONCLUSIONS

This is in a nut shell our non-oil energy policy. However, I hope it will give

you some idea on what we believe is the outlook on non-oil energy production

to meet the future energy demand in Indonesia.

In conclusion, I should Hke to summarize as follows:

1. Coal is our first choice to meet our future large-scale energy uses. But, coal

development especially to increase production from 300.000 tonnes annual-

ly today to over 15 miUion tonnes in ten years time is not without problems.

The development of coal is presently limited by financial, infrastructural

and other constraints. However, with proper planning I am optimistic that

we will be able to place coal as our major non-oil energy supplies in the

years to come.

2. The next most promising and feasible non-oil sources of energy for future

use are geothermal energy and hydropower.

3. Biomass as a source of renewable energy has been used traditionally and

with proper management and modern technology could make a significant

contribution to our future energy needs.

4. Solar and wind energy potentials need further assessment and studies, and

in time could make some contribution, however small, to meet our future

demand.

5. The total investment needed to develop the non-oil energy sources from

1981 to the year 2.000 has been estimated to be about US$ 20 billion

approximately (not including investment cost for the electric power sector).



THE PACIFIC BASIN COMMUNITY
CONCEPT*

F. Rawdon DALRYMPLE

The subject of this paper has been discussed fairly extensively in various

forums over the last two or three years, including at a Conference in Bali

organized by the CSIS early last year. But I do not think there has been as

much interest in the idea in Indonesia as there has been in Japan or Australia,

for example. And my impression is that the idea has also aroused more interest

in one or two of the other ASEAN countries than it has here.

Certainly there has been study and discussion of the Pacific Basin Com-
munity Concept in Indonesia within the Centre for Strategic and International

Studies, and under its auspices, and also in the Department of Foreign Affairs

and perhaps other Indonesian official quarters. But I thought it might be of in-

terest to the readers, if I were to say something about the interest which has

been generated in this Concept and the reasons for that. I will also mention

some of the questions and doubts that have been raised.

I shall not attempt to discuss here institutional questions which have receiv-

ed a good deal of attention elsewhere, and which are of course very important.

I have in mind such questions as how a Pacific Basin Community would relate

to ASEAN, what sort of an institution a PBC might be, and whether it should

be open to all the countries which border on, or are situated in, the vast Pacific

ocean.

There is now a very extensive literature about the Pacific Basin Community
Concept and in this brief article I certainly cannot do justice to all the

argumentation that has been advanced in favour of it. But certain broad
themes stand out rather clearly.

* Address to Rotary Club of Jakarta, September 22, 1981.
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The first point to note is one thiat is indeed fairly obvious and well-i<nown

to all of us. That is that economic growth in much of the area that is washed by
the Western Pacific Ocean has been very rapid over the last decade or two.

Japan produced average GNP growth rates of about 11% between 1960 and
the oil shock after the 1973 Middle East war. The Republic of Korea averaged

11% growth from 1965 through to 1976. Singapore and Hong Kong were not

far behind. During that period other countries in the region like Thailand and
Malaysia, and more recently also Indonesia, had economic growth rates much
higher than the world average. A consequence of this was that this part of the

world has become much more important than previously in terms of global

production, investment and trade.

The second point which has been very influential in thinking about a

Pacific Community is that trade and economic relations between the countries

of the Pacific area have grown much more rapidly than their trade with the rest

of the world. This is the main basis for the argument that there is now a very

much higher degree of interdependence between the Pacific Basin countries.

This is very clearly the case if we look at the market developed countries

- Japan, The United States and Canada, and Australia and New Zealand - plus

the five ASEAN countries and South Korea, Taiwan and Hong Kong. That

group of countries in 1965 sent 30% of their exports to the Pacific area and

received 33% of their imports from the area. For 1976 those figures were

56.5% and 55% respectively. In other words, substantially more than half of

their trade is now within the region. The average is in fact pulled down by the

inclusion of the United States which still has somewhat more than half of its

trade with the rest of the world outside the Pacific area.

In the case of Australia 70% of its exports and 60% of its import trade are

with the region. About three-quarters of capital inflow into Australia is from

North America and Japan and nearly all the privaie capital outflow from

Australia is to the Western Pacific. These figures I think perhaps help to ex-

plain why it has been in Australia, along with Japan, that there has developed

such interest in the Pacific Community Concept. As for the Japanese interest

in the concept, the reasons are perhaps equally obvious, certainly from an In-

donesian perspective or for that matter an Australian perspective. We are both

major suppliers of minerals and other raw materials to Japan.

These very fundamental developments, namely the huge growth in

economic importance of the Western Pacific and the increase in mutual trade

and economic relations between the market countries around the Pacific

generated a feeling that there should be some institutional link between the

countries concerned. It was argued that the growth and the increasing in-

terdependence presented opportunities for cooperation and for removing
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obstacles to even quicker growth and greater interdependence. One persistent

strand of argument has been that the countries concerned should seek to im-

prove access to each other markets by reducing tariffs and other forms of pro-

tection. Another strand of argument is that in the last ten years there have been

various instances of countries in the Pacific Basin failing to consult their

trading partners or taking inadequate account of the interests of others before

taking important decisions. Some of the examples that have been quoted are

United States policy on soybeans, Japanese import quotas on silk textiles, the

Korean devaluation in 1974, Thai rice export policies and Australia's dif-

ficulties with ASEAN over international civil aviation policy in 1979/1980.

There is also an opinion in some quarters that the relationship between the

developed and the developing countries of the region could be better and more

productively handled in the context of a Pacific Basin grouping than on the

global stage where the so-called North-South Dialogue is conducted in the

huge forums of the United Nations and its various agencies. That opinion

however seems to have found some opposition in some of the ASEAN coun-

tries where concern has been expressed that it woud detract from developing

country unity and tactics in the broader North-South context.

Now if I may put a couple of personal opinions, I would say that I have still

some doubt about what seems to have become the main argument for setting

up some form of Pacific Basin Community. The growth and development of

the countries in the Pacific Basin that I have already mentioned has been very

strong and their economic relations with each other have become in most cases

more important than their economic relations with the rest of the world. I

think it should be kept in mind that this has all happened without the existence

of an overall institutional framework or umbrella. Nor, as far as I know, has it

been suggested that the trend would be stopped if we did not set up such an in-

stitution.

Of course it needs to be said very clearly that what I have mentioned above

is not an argument against a Pacific Basin Community Concept. It is not of

course in opposition to the contention that growth and increasing in-

terdependence would go more smoothly and be enhanced if there were such an
institution in the future. But perhaps it is a reflection which is worth bearing in

mind as part of the perspective against which we should look at institution-

building in the Pacific Basin.

The other personal opinion I offer you is that much of the argumentation

for a Pacific Basin Community institution has not brought out clearly enough
what I would call the political considerations. I do not have in mind strategic

considerations when I mentioned that. I think everyone who has discussed the
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subject agreed that a Pacific Basin Community must keep right away from
any idea of defence or strategic cooperation. What I mean is something quite

simple and it derives from my own experience of woricing as a diplomat in this

part of the world.

I think that the growth of economic relations in this region has gotten ahead

of the development of mutual knowledge and understanding without which no
institution will really be very effective. Within ASEAN that process of

development of mutual knowledge and understanding is of course well under

way and there are indeed increasing contacts and exchanges throughout the

region in many different fields. What I have noticed is that people from dif-

ferent countries seem most apt to get along and share knowledge and ex-

perience where they have some common interest that has nothing to do with

nationality. Professional associations are an obvious case in point.

From this perspective then I very much favour the idea of building Pacific

Basin cooperation mainly from the bottom up or perhaps from the outside in.

What I mean is this. Recognizing the degree of interdependence we have reach-

ed especially among the main trading countries of the Pacific, we should en-

courage and develop cooperation in as many specific areas as we can. For ex-

ample, sea and air communications, postal services, environmental protection,

quarantine services, tourism, meteorology etc., as well as between the various

professional associations such as engineering and medicine in their various

specializations. Already we have an active Pacific Basin Economic Council

which is an association of businessmen of the region. By building on regional

cooperation that already exists and supplementing it where necessary, we may
succeed in developing a habit of cooperation and thinking in Pacific terms

which would form a genuinely viable political basis for an overall regional in-

stitutional framework. It cannot yet be said that even the "core" countries

which are mentioned by the advocates of a Pacific Basin Community - i.e. the

ASEANs, Japan, the United States of America and Canada, Australia and

New Zealand and perhaps the Republic of Korea have developed a habit of

thinking of themselves as one group. Until that process is further advanced I

doubt whether there will be any large step towards an institutionalized Pacific

Basin Community.

Of course it can be argued that the process of developing cooperation and a

recognition of shared interests and purposes will be promoted by taking fur-

ther institutional steps. That was I think a factor in the recommendations

which were produced by the major international Seminar that was held on this

subject at the Australian National University last year. That Seminar recom-

mended that "a standing committee of about 25 persons be established to

coordinate an expansion of information exchange within the region and to set
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up task forces to undertake major studies of a number of issues for regional

cooperation". The committee was to be called the "Pacific Cooperation Com-
mittee" and was to be "unofficial, private and informal". Perhaps something

of this sort may yet established in the foreseeable future. But it will not really

get very far if it is not supported by some wider constituency in the countries

concerned.

The Australian Government, for its part, would Hke to see the concept of a

Pacific Basin Community discussed and considered further within and among
the countries of the region. It is an idea which may hold great meaning for our

common future and it should be kept alive.



INDONESIAN NATIONALISM IN ITS
STRIFE FOR INDEPENDENCE

Kenji TSUCHIYA

I. INTRODUCTION

This paper is a study by a Japanese scholar who is interested in the Modern
History of Indonesia, particularly in the development of its nationalism from
the beginning of the XXth century until the fall of the Dutch occupation. It is

about the structure and the process of Indonesian Nationalist Movement
under the Dutch occupation to establish a "counter institution" that would be

capable to oppose and to ballance any Dutch colonial institution which in

reality rules the Indonesian archipelago.

It is related to the fact that any movement, by the same token a nationalist

movement (as clear from the denotation of "movement") is a phenomenon of

human activity that moves from its own situation in such a way to oppose and

counter this previous situation itself. Thus mainly in theory - the Indonesian

Nationalist Movement indicates efforts to mobihze all its population from

Sabang to Merauke to participate in a national movement which created and

formed an entirely new society; a society that will be quite different from the

one dominated by the Dutch.

Viewed from this context, it is quite reasonable if Bernhard Dahm com-

pared the struggle of Soekarno for liberating Indonesia with the irreconcilable

fight between Pendowo and Kurawa.' Or to be more correct, as written in his

book "Mencapai Indonesia Merdeka" ( = to reach Indonesian Independence),

Soekarno compared "Merdeka" (liberty) to a bridge, not just a common
bridge, but a golden bridge. In this case the Indonesian Independence is com-

pared to a golden bridge, through which man leaves his old colonial world and

goes into a new world.

1 Bernhard Dahm, "Soekarno and the Struggle for Indonesian Independence", Ithaca, 1969

2 Soekarno, Di Bawah Bendera Revolusi, Vol. I, p. 314-
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Thus the history of the Indonesian Nationalist Movement can be viewed

from a certain concept; how the process works which he put forward not

only to protest and oppose the Dutch side so that it may destroy the existing

institution or - it is not only against any institution but also to create and

form a new society which will be quite different from any other existing socie-

ty. In other words it is viewed from the "institution versus counter-

institution" dimension.

The first part of this short paper presents my analysis of a colonial

"institution". In the second part I want to analyze the background of creating

"a counter institution" that will be capable to counter the colonial one. In the

last part I would like to analyze the concept of this "counter institution". In

this case I put an emphasis on the concepts revealed within Taman Siswa's

movement, which in my opinion pushes forward any attempt regarded useful

for creating a national institution. It means that those who led and took part

in the Taman Siswa movement, convincingly expressed the concepts in realizing

their ideals, not only in national education but also in any other national in-

stitution to counter the colonial one. Besides I am very interested in the history

of Taman Siswa during the colonial period. Thus let me use this occasion to

state my opinion about the Taman Siswa movement.

Colonial "Institution"

My reason to use the term "institution" is just to show the general situa-

tion in a colonial society. It means a situation and a fact where the penetration

from the colonial side into the other sides of the society has been so deep that

people see it as a "fact" and "tradition". Colonial "institution" in this sense

may consists of three basic inter-related elements. The first is the colonial

"system", the second is the "ideology" to legitimize colonialism, and the

third is the colonial "style" apparently to defend the colonial regime.

/. Colonial "System"

The "system" of Dutch colonialism can be summarized into "Beamb-
stenstaat", i.e. if we use the term of Harry J. Benda, "a political ad-

ministrative policy par excellence".^ Benda also illustrated Binnenlands

Bestuur as "the epitomes of the Dutch 'Beambstenstaat', the corps of the 'Bin-

nenlands Bestuur', hitherto the well-nigh powerful 'demi-gods' of the colonial

realm ....".

3 Harry J. Benda, "The Pattern of Administrative Reform in the Closing Years of Dutch Rule

in Indonesia", Journal of Asian Studies, Vol. 25, No. 4, August 1966
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According to Benda, after the birth of "Nederlands Oost-Indie" which
covered the whole region "from Sabang to Merauke" in the beginning of the

20th century until the fall of the colonial authority by the Japanese invasion in

1942, the main core of colonial authority was a "system" which can be sum-
marized into "Beambstenstaat" crystallizing itself into "Binnenlands

Bestuur". It means that although the colonial regime had made some efforts

to enclose "the anti status quo" movements into the spirit of "Etische

politiek" (ethical politics) or in other words it is just a statement in the Dutch

style to express "the white man's burden" according to Kipling or "een

eereschuld" (moral obligation) according to van Deventer, but these efforts

that have been made with honour, immediately dissappeared and was replaced

by "Binnenlands Bestuur" as the main actors when the government had to

face a movement that might threaten its colonial regime, e.g. the growing

movement of Serikat Islam (Islamic Unity), or the economic chaos resulted by

"World Recession". It seems that the history of the Dutch colonial govern-

ment in approximately 40 years since the beginning of the 20th century, clearly

indicates the emergence of conditions which caused temporary changes to

society upon which these conditions deteriorated as they were changed into

"Beambstenstaat - Binnenlands Bestuur".

2. Colonial "Ideology"

In the periods of "ethical politics", the ideologies such as "Development"

(ontwikkeling) and/or "mission sacree" (holy mission) "Opheffingspolitiek"

(elevation politics)"* are very conspicuous; but if the "system" of the Dutch

colonialism is "Beambstenstaat" and "Binnenlands Bestuur" as mentioned

above, the main ideology to legitimize such system is to preserve "orde en

rust" (Peace and Order). Or course a bureaucracy like "Binnenlands Bestuur"

that was formed and was still being formed, preferred adapting and preserving

the existing "status quo" to using its own apparatus to change the society.

Besides, the idea of "orde en rust" (peace and order) was very significant

to defend "Pax Neerlandica" which was achieved after the Dutch suffered

great losses caused not only by the wars in Aceh and Bali and in other places,

but also by the Banten rebellion at the end of the 19th century.

4 For example: "
.... So Agus has been properly educated, especially to have a good command

of Dutch. According to his Dutch teacher, it is also important for Agus to eat Dutch food. I

(M. Roem) still remember the story of Haji Agus Salim about how his teacher has taught him

to smear some pieces of bread with butter. They should be thickly smeared (M. Roem,

Haji Agus Salim, Manusia Dalam Kemelut Sejarah, Jakarta, LP3ES, 1978)
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3. Colonial "Style"

In order to defend the colonial "orde en rust" (peace and order), we can

see a specific "Dutch culture" which becomes a Dutch "style". This "style" is

nothing else than "zakelijkheid", i.e. "a virtually untranslative Dutch word

roughly covering the idea of efficiency, businesslike practicality and unsen-

timental precision".^ In others words, "zakelijkheid" is the character of the

Dutch people (especially of those who live in colonies) that is always patient

(or seems to be patient) in calculating advantages and disadvantages, and in

"how to behave efficiently".

4. Dualism

In my aforementioned analysis there are three factors forming the Dutch

colonial "institution". Those three inter-related factors are used especially to

defend a certain pattern in society which can be called a "dualism". This

"dualism" covers the whole colonial society, for instance the dualism of

racism ("whites" versus natives. We can see the examples in Abdul Muis' novel

Salah Asuhan) between Dutch language and Malay. The Dutch language func-

tions as "kromo" while the Malay language functions as "ngoko", etc.^

There is also a dualism in economy (dual economy), education,^ bureaucracy

("indirect rule") and "value system" of the society itself (Plural society, ac-

cording to J.S. Furnivall). (According to J. Boeke dual economy affects

"agricultural involution" in the "indigenous sector". (The latter came from C.

Geertz). What kind of advantage can the Dutch take if this colonial "institu-

tion" is used to defend this dualism? It will be very obvious if we look at the

5 Benedict Anderson, "Japan, the Light of Asia" (J. Silverstein, ed., Southeast Asia in World
War II, New Haven, 1966, p. 36)

6 The Dualism in racism and in language sometimes appear very peculiarly. Soedjono Djojoprai-

tono gave a very exact example. He is the old crack of Taman Siswa. According to Soedjono
(his pseudonim is Gadjah Mada) when he studied Dutch at school .... In reading the sentence
•'Dat is een man" (That is a man) he pointed to a picture illustrating an Indonesian man,
whereas in reading "dat is een heer" (That is a gentleman) he pointed to a Dutchman. So is also

the difference between "een dame" (lady) and "een vrouw" (a woman), each of which is

represented by different pictures. Even a picture of common people was used to illustrate the
sentence "Dat is een dief" (That is a thief). (Gadjah Mada, "Didiklah Kamu Sendiri!", IV,
Djenggala, Maret 1932, II, No. 1-2, March, 1932, pp. 10-12)

7 According to John Legge, "By the End of World War II, Holland had Achieved a Literacy
Rate for Indonesia of About Six Percent" (J. Legge, Indonesia, Sydney, 1977, p. 102)
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great number of profits acquired by the Dutch from its colony and the goods
they sell at the world market. (According to C. Geertz in "Agricultural Involu-

tion", 1963: What exactly has been done by the Dutch from 1619 until

1942 is to look for agricultural products in Indonesia, especially in Java to be

sold in world markets without changing the indigenous economic structure ....

The Dutch interest in Indonesia still has its commercial characteristics until the

end of its authority ....").

In this context one can understand the need to preserve such "dualism"

since it guarantees to reach the main objectives of trade activities, i.e. "buying

goods at low prices and selling them at world markets at high prices", and fur-

thermore they will not return the profits to their sources ("The drain of

wealth"). That's why a nationalist like Ki Hadjar Dewantara or Soekarno ex-

pressed the same thing when they said "SekaH Indonesia Merdeka, Tentu

Belanda Akan Bangkrut" (Once the Indonesian people got their Independence

the Dutch will be bankrupt) Soekarno, 1933 and Ki Hadjar Dewantara, 1952.

5. Examples

I would like to present two examples that may expose the outstanding

characteristics of the Dutch colonial "institution". They are also the impor-

tant factors of "counter-institution" as told by Ki Hadjar Dewantara and the

members of Taman Siswa.

a. Case of "Komite Boemi Poetera"

As far as I know among the triumvirate (Douwes Dekker, Tjipto

Mangoenkoesoemo and Soewardi Soerjaningrat) who played important

roles in the case of "Komite Boemi Poetera" on July and August, 1913,

Soewardi Soerjaningrat (Later in 1928 called Ki Hadjar Dewantara) was its

main figure since he had written a monumental article on the history of the In-

donesian poHtical thinking, entitled "Als ik een Nederlander was ...." (If I

were a Dutchman ...."). In his writing Soewardi posed a basic question to the

colonial government: Why did the Dutch colonial government celebrate the

100th anniversary of its independence from the French empire not only in its

own country but also in "Hindia Belanda" (Nederlands-Indie)? Why did they

wish to commemorate it in front of millions of people suffering from this

"dualism"? Why did they even collect money from the people's pockets? Did

they want to encourage the Indonesian people to be free and then to celebrate
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their own independence? Soewardi's tone was sarcastic. He showed himself as

a man of courage by forwarding the issue of legitimacy directly.^

How did the government's react upon Soewardi's statement and question?

From the minutes of "Raad van Indie" (Council of Indonesia) held on July

31, 1913 and on August 18, 1913, we can see how the government always

reacted as an outstanding official. They did not answer the main question,

they were not even "upset", as it should be. At that time there was no

"native" Hke Soewardi who was able to speak their language (Dutch) so

perfectly to express their feeUngs, as was the case with Soewardi when he had

to face Idenburg, as a God who had to face another God (It should be

remembered, he said, that Wrekodara Bima always speaks in 'ngoko' even

when he spoke to Gods and Goddesses). They did not even say, "You have

humiliated us" (In fact their attitude towards Douwes Dekker or Setia Budi,

differed from their attitude towards Tjipto and Soewardi).

In the "Raad van Indie" (Council of Indonesia) they always discussed:

(1) What is the impact of "Als ik een Nederlander was to the populace,

since it has been translated into Malay (by Abdul Muis?).

(2) What paragraph of the penal code can be used to eliminate those three

figures in a fast and smooth manner? Finally they used the article of "Ex-

orbitante Rechten (paragraph 47, of the 'Indische Staatsregeling') to put

them into exile, and accused then of endangering peace and order. It seem-

ed that the Dutch leaders wanted to close the "pandora box" (which was

opened from within) as soon as possible especially to maintain "peace and

order" in a colonial manner. This "triumvirate" left Tanjung Priok on

September 6, 1913, only 40 days after the publication of this writing. In

other words the Ducth had reacted as outstanding officials in maintaining

the essence of "Beambstenstaat", i.e. the dual system, while exposing,

their most prevailing attitude - i.e. the "zakelijkheid".

8 "Als ik eens Nederlander was (Inlandsche Comite, Vlugschrift No. 1, 1913, Bandung).

This writing has been translated to other languages, as: (1) "Andai Aku Seorang Nederlander

(Ki Hadjar Dewantara, Dari Kebangsaan Nasional Sampai Proklamasi Kemerdekaan,

Kenang-kenangan Ki Hadjar Dewantara, Jakarta, 1952, pp. 250-262); (2) "Sekira Aku Se-

orang Belanda" (M. Belfas, Dr. Tjipto Mangoenkoesoemo, Demokrat Sedjati, Jakarta/

Amsterdam, 1952, pp. 11-15); (3) "Andai Aku Seorang Nederlander (Pusara, Jilid 43,

No. 19, 1974. pp. 373-377); (4) "Seumpama Aku Landa", (Mekar Sari, Yogyakarta, Jilid 3,

No. 7, 1959, pp. 7-8); (5) "If I were a Dutchman", (S. Prastiti Scherer, Harmony and
Dissonance: Early Nationalist Thought in Java, M.A. Thesis, Cornell University, 1975,

pp. 298-304); (6) The Japanese Translation has been Done by the Writer of this Paper in

Tonan Asia Kenkyu (Southeast Asian Studies, University Kyoto, Vol. 15, No. 2, September

1977, pp. 149-152)
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b. Ordinance: "Wilde Scholen Ordonnantie" or Illegal Schools or "Ongesub-
sidieerde Partikulier Onderwijs Ordonnantie" (The Unsubsidized Private

Schools Ordinance)

The successful struggle of Taman Siswa led by Ki Hadjar Dewantara to op-

pose the "wilde scholen ordonnantie" (ordinance on unsubsidized private

schools) of the Dutch colonial government, which began from the end of 1932

until the beginning of 1933, was one of the turning points of Taman Siswa in

the colonization era. Perhaps it can be regarded as one of the phenomena (or

the only one) in the history of movements in "olden times" in which a na-

tionalist movement fully succeeded in thwarting the Dutch intention to

dominate all the Indonesian people more intensively and more totally. It

stands to reason, therefore, that Ki Hadjar Dewantara and Taman Siswa

should be considered as the centre of all Indonesian Nationalist Movements.

In my opinion, in this process of struggle, the meeting between Kiewiet de

Jonge and Ki Hadjar Dewantara on October 19-21, 1932, at Dewantara's

house became the "high-light" of the "Wilde Scholen Ordonnantie".

Kiewiet de Jonge, a member of Parliament from the government fraction

sympathizing with the Taman Siswa movement visited Dewantara and tried to

persuade him to stop opposing the "Wilde Scholen Ordonnantie". In Kiewiet

de Jonge's opinion, the stiff attitude of Dewantara might be just based on his

"misunderstanding". He considered Dewantara as a nationaUst who could

smoothly communicate with Dutch people, not only because he spoke Dutch

fluently but also because he had lived in the Netherlands for 6 years.

After reading the report of this meeting (written by Kiewiet de Jonge in a

patient and "businesslike manner") we will find that there is an absolute dif-

ference in the way of thinking between a Dutch and an Indonesian intellec-

tual.io

In this report Kiewiet de Jonge frankly admitted two things: first, after the

meeting, Kiewiet's respect for Dewantara's personality increased, especially

because in his opinion Dewantara was "a pure Javanese" (it means "very

friendly"), and secondly, he admitted his total failure in persuading Dewan-

tara (In fact I got the impression that it is not Dewantara that had been per-

suaded, but Kiewiet himself).

In persuading Dewantara-Kiewiet argued that the "Wilde Scholen Ordon-

nantie" should be compared with the authority's responsibility to inspect the

10 Mailr. No. 1175 geh.,/1932. S.L. van de Wal, (ed.), Hei Onderwijsbeleid in Nederlands-

Indie 1900-1942, Een Bronnenpublikalie, J.B. Wolters, Groningen, 1963, pp. 524-545
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quality of food before being sold in the market. In fact the intention of the

authority in this respect was just to help the people choose and get one's

money's worth. Dewantara replied: "Maar om levensmiddelen te verkopen

heeft men toch nooit een vergunning noodig?" (But does one need a licence to

sell food?).

From the above quotation of the meeting between Kiewiet and Dewantara

it is obvious that, on the one hand, according to Kiewiet the most efficient

argument to persuade Dewantara was to compare the situation (brought about

by the "Wilde Scholen Ordonnantie") with trade aptivities so that Dewantara,

in Kiewiet's opinion, will be able to calculate the advantages and the disadvan-

tages. Thus education is compared with food (and what is more, the word

"illegal" in this ordinance denotes the word "illegal" in "illegal market"); on

the other hand, according to Dewantara, if we follow Kiewiet's reasoning, we
will find a contradiction within the reasoning itself. Kiewiet de Jonge did not

write anything about Dewantara's facial expression when he answered that

question, but I think he might be smiHng and deep in his heart he would think

how contradictory Kiewiet's reasoning was. He used logics and appreciated it

very highly so that in his example the very real character of the Dutch people

was revealed, i.e. "zakelijkheid" which in the Indonesian opinion in nothing

else but "materialistic" attitude, which would make the Indonesian people

bored and sick.

II. BACKGROUND

If the main characteristics of the colonial "institution" are summarized as

the above mentioned, and if the approach towards the Indonesian Nationalist

Movement, viewed from the dimensions of its concept and process of
establishing a "counter institution versus colonial one", is significant, then
there is still one fundamental question: what were the "counter-institution's"

main features? Before stating my opinion, however, there is still one thing that

I want to discuss briefly, i.e. the background of the emergence of new intellec-

tuals who had different objects in their minds compared with the traditional

ones. We should not forget that it was naturally the consequence of Dutch col-

onial "institution" (not just the consequence of "ethical politics").

1. Establishment of the Dutch Colony in the Beginning of the XXth Century

This really means that the Dutch colony had covered a region ranging from
Sabang to Merauke. It also means, that the colonial authority was characteriz-
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ed by the extent of its controlled regions and population using certain quan-
titative figures. In other words, in accordance with the establishment of this

colony, first the Dutch "zakelijkheid" was endorsed and secondly new con-

ceptions of territory (emphasizing territorial border) which are quite different

from those ever used during the kingship period (emphasizing the centre of

authority) were brought up to the Indonesian side, as told by Heine Geldern in

"Conception of State and Kingship in Southeast Asia".

2. Establishment of "Bureaucratic Hierarchy" and "New Centre"

The noticeable new phenomena that had emerged since the eve of the 19th

century until the beginning of the 20th century were the establishment of "cen-

tres" and "sub-centres" leading to the expansion of the territory controlled by

the Dutch and improving the administration of those regions as to become
smooth and efficient. The function of Batavia as a centre became bigger and

stronger, while other towns like Medan, Bandung, Semarang, Surabaya,

Makasar, Manado and Padang functioned as "sub-centres" coordinating

their respective regions with regard to the "centre" administratively,

economically and socially. To this end means of communication (e.g. Post Of-

fice and Telegraph Poles) and transportation networks (railways and asphalted

roads) were built to connect centres with "sub-centres". Furthermore since the

beginning of the 20th century man had built several offices each of which had

a hierarchy directed to the "central office". Some educational institutions

were also built in Dutch "style" in various "sub-centres". Thus the establish-

ment of these institutions proved the realization of "the white man's burden".

Of course all of them were centralized in Batavia as their "terminal". It will

obviously be quite different if these institutions are compared with the tradi-

tional ones as "pondok, asrama, pesantren" and so on, which are not located

amidst the people, but at quite and sacred places.

3. Sense of Identity

What are mentioned above indicate that the colonial government was cen-

trifugal. It means that it had to monopolize the whole of its occupied territory.

It was also centripetal in the sense that its entire colonial apparatus was cen-

tralized.

Facts created by this "Beambtenstaat" aroused a sense of identity among

the intellectuals. As an obvious example, is the steps taken by a group of

students when they left their respective villages (ranging theoretically from
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Sabang to Merauke) through "sub-centres" where they finished their secon-

dary schools, and going to Batavia (centre) to continue their study. Then when

these students met another student coming from various regions, didn't they

question why they had gathered in this place? Thus Dr. Soetomo, for instance,

met Dr. Wahidin, Agus Salim, Soewardi and Tjipto for the first time in

Batavia. A more conspicuous example is the students who gathered and had

been given opportunity to study in the Netherlands as the "super-centre" of

"Netherlands-Indie".

If we look into the initial steps of the history of development of the In-

donesian Nationalist Movement, we will understand why Batavia as "Centre"

or the Netherlands as "Super-centre" had become the cradle of the sense of

identity for these nationalist figures.

4. The Advent of Open Information from the Outside World

One thing should be noteworthy in the Indonesian Nationalist Movement,

i.e. since the beginning of the 20th century in accordance with the development

of the colonial bureaucracy and the educational institutions, those who had a

good command of Dutch had been given the opportunity to receive informa-

tion from the outside world. At that time having a good command of Dutch

did not only mean getting greater opportunity to be better employed (or to

have a so-called superior status) but also to receive various information about

the outside world (especially the Western world) from newspapers and Dutch

books (at that time the Netherlands were not so strong as compared to

England, France or Germany). Furthermore the Netherlands were in the mid-

dle of those strong countries; its tradition had a tendency to internationalism.

Traditionally, in their activities the Dutch people were very diligent to receiv-

ing various information from other countries. It means that they were diligent

in translating many books into the Dutch language. Thus in other words, hav-

ing a good command of Dutch - although in a limited way - made someone
enter a new world, i.e. it gave nationahst intellectuals an opportunity to

understand their surrounding situation, reflecting the situations of this im-

mense world. (Even writing something in Dutch sometimes meant self-creation

or "self-discovery", according to John Small as it happened also to Kartini in

her book "Door Duisternis Tot Licht)."

Therefore, while thfey were active in publishing pamphlets, magazines and
newspapers as their political organs, the nationalists made an attempt to

11 David J. Steinberged, In Search of Southeast Asia: A Modern History, Oxford University
Press, 1975, p. 281
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spread their ideas to the whole society. In this attempt they deliberately used
the Indonesian language to expose their ideas so that the common people
would be able to understand the information given by these nationalists. Thus
it is obvious that the efforts to publish newspapers, for instance, did not only

create a national language by enlarging its vocabulary and stule but also

established a community which differed from the existing colonial one, that

would destroy the colonially made "dual system" and "institution".

(Probably we remember a case in "Komite Boemi Poetera" when the "Raad
van Indie" (the Council of Indonesia) had to do their utmost to find out the

bad effects of the circulation of "Als ik een Nederlander was ...." together

with its Indonesian translation "Andai Aku Seorang Nederlander ...."'^

III. "COUNTER-INSTITUTION"

If the Indonesian (specially the Javanese) traditional intellectuals studied

the objects as discussed by Soemarsaid Moertono and Benedict Anderson,'^

then the nationalist intellectuals during the period of nationalism reflected

upon objects such as "territory", "dualism", language and nation (the fate of

the nation) which I have partially discussed above. One of the main features

which stands out in the nationalist attempts is, as mentioned above, the will-

ingness to establish a new society that is capable to oppose the existing colonial

one, or to establish a "counter-institution" that would even counterbalance

and excell above the existing colonial institution. Nationalist figures like

Soekarno, Hatta, Sjahrir, as well as the nationalist movements like Boedi

Oetomo (Budi Utama), PNI etc., made an attempt to expose their ideas of

establishing a new society. In other words these nationalist intellectuals made

an attempt to replace paradigm A with B. Paradigm A, described figuratively,

might be crystallized into "Door Duisternis tot Licht", (literary means "from

darkness to light"), a title given by Abendanon for the letters of Kartini which

automatically revealed the "core" of "the white Man's burden" and

"Mission-Sacree". What was meant by "Duisternis", was the "darkness" in

12 What was the role of the Arab language to the development of National identity? Can we

compare the role of the students who have the opportunity to study at Al Ashar University in

Kairo and have published "Seruan Al Ashar" (especially Djaman Thaib, Mochlar Lutfi,

Iljas Jacob, etc., in the 1920s and 1930s) with the role of those who have studied in the

Netherlands? Does the similarity of function lie in the use of the Indonesian language to

spread the information received from the world outside Indonesia?

13 Soemarsaid Moertono, Slale and Slalecrcift in Old Java: A Study of the Later Mataram

Period, Sixteenth to Nineteenth Century, Ithaca, 1968. Benedict O'G.R. Anderson, "The

Idea of Power in .Javanese Culture", Culture and Politics in Indonesia, disusun oleh Claire

Holt, Ithaca, 1972. (Gagasan Kekuasaan Dalam Kebudayaan Jawa, translated by A. Rachman

Zainuddin, Universilas Indonesia, 1979)
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the Javanese society (not yet modernized by Western/Cliristian World).

Paradigm B, for instance, had been crystallized into its Indonesian trans-

lation "Habis Gelap Terbitlah Terang" (literary it means "After Darkness

Comes Light" translated by Armijn Pane) in which the meaning of "Duister-

nis" and "licht" had been reversed. In my opinion the title of "Habis Gelap

Terbitlah Terang" symbolizes the national attempts to replace paradigm A
(colonial) with paradigm B (national).

I think the Taman Siswa movement was one of the most outstanding na-

tionalist movements which illuminated the conception of a "counter-

institution" to which they had adjusted their own self-forming. Taman Siswa,

in fact, became the pioneer and the founder of national education in Indonesia

based on the principles of national education and instruction which were quite

different from the colonial ones. They were among other things: the principles

of education; the principles of forming "the Indonesian Ideal Human Type"

which were specifically anti "materialism" and "individualism"; the cur-

riculum needed to create this "ideal-human type", the method of national

education and instruction including text-books accordingly arranged (e.g. us-

ing plays, songs and dances in its educational program), the system,of training

teachers and improving their quality (through teachers' training colleges or

assistants system) etc. (These facts had led, many nationaUst figures like

Soekarno, Ah Sastroamidjojo, Sartono etc. to assisting Taman Siswa

deliberately). We know that Taman Siswa has been very successful in these ac-

tivities and was meritorious in establishing national education.

Taman Siswa is a movement that wanted to estabhsh an educational in-

stitution and to expand its branches theoretically all over Indonesia and the

realization of its educational ideas was inseparable from the preservation of

educational organizations; while the leaders of Taman Siswa, whether they

were its founders (members of "Selasa Kliwon" community) or just followers

(like Sarmidi Mangoensarkoro, Puger, Notodipuro, Soedyono Djojoprayitno,

Kadirin etc. who then could be regarded as the second generation of Taman
Siswa) were not only pure teachers but also nationalist figures (having the

spirit of "pandito-sinatrio" according to their own statement), Taman Siswa

may be regarded as a nationalist movement which deliberately and convincing-

ly made efforts to create and defend a counter-institution opposing a colonial

one conceptionally or virtually.

In these attempts the leaders of Taman Siswa were very interested in the

most ideal social situation and/or "human samples" supposed to happened
only in the "golden age". They used them and even wanted to revive them to

realize their ideals (the forming of a new society that was quite different from

the colonial one). In this case the traditionally educational institutions such as
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Pondok, Pawiyatan, and Pesantren, as well as their Instructors such as "Pan-
dito (priest), ajar/Kyai (lecturer) and guru (teacher)" were very much ap-
preciated and highly honoured. According to James Boon, it was those tradi-

tional institutions that functioned as a "counter-institution".'^

What are then the main characteristics of the "counter-institutions" in this

colonial period? I would briefly describe them as follows:

1. Asceticism

One of the main characteristics of Taman Siswa is "asceticism". Since its

birth in 1922 Taman Siswa has always emphasized the existence of "Keluarga

Besar Taman Siswa" (Big Family of Taman Siswa) which differs from the out-

side society (or one that has been established as a colonial society). No one

can easily join Taman Siswa (especially to become a teacher). Those who
can be accepted as members should have prepared themselves as to be come
"pandito sinatrio" i.e. the supporters of a new society (The Big Family

of Taman -Siswa). It is therefore obvious, that there is a kind of "asceticism"

or "tanpa pamrih" (selfless sincerity).

If we use the sayings of "Gadjah Mada" (the pseudonym of Soedyono

Djojoprayitno), the teachers of Taman Siswa should always be united, they

had to emphasize the importance of their pupils as candidates of the people in

the future. To obtain this aim they should therefore always educate

themselves. According to Gadjah Mada the teachers of Taman Siswa had to

meditate in a quiet and sacred place and had to answer questions honestly. The

questions asked by Gadjah Mada are among other things:

1) Do we (teachers of Taman Siswa) join Taman Siswa because of our

readiness to sacrifice ourselves or because we could not find any other easy

job? (Answer them yourselves!)

14 As an example, please look at Ki Hadjar Dewantara's writing, "Sistem Pondok dan Asrama

Itulah Sistem Nasional", Wisala, Vol. I, No. 2, 1928, pp. 39-41. It is also noteworthy that

in 1928 Raden Mas Soewardi Soerjaningrat changed his name into Ki Hadjar Dewantara

(or, Kiyai Adjar Dewantara?)

15 James A. Boon, The Anlhropological Romance of Bali, 1957-1972, Cambridge University

Press, 1977, p. 196; ct'r. B. Anderson, "The Idea of Power pp. 52-57

16 Gadjah Mada, "Didiklah kamu sendirii, VII," (Djenggala, Juni 1932), Pusara, Vol. II,

No. 7-8, June 1932, p. 50. This article was published in Pusara, from October 1931 until

June 1932, just a few months before the struggle against the Illegal School Ordonance. As

far as I know this article is the most well known among those written by the nationalists

during the Dutch era. It means that it expresses "asceticism" (and "puritanism") in the real

sense, also its ideas that were proudly being realized
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2) Is our refusal to be controlled based on "zelfbeschikkingrecht" (right of

selfdetermination) to keep "Orde en Vrede" (Peace and Order) or just on

our own self-interest?

3) Do we really consider our friends as our family or do we distinguish them

based on their "intellect" and/or their origin?

4) Which is more important: our own interest or our pupils' interest? And if

self-interest harms the "Peace and Order" of Taman Siswa, should we

rather immediately resign?

5) If we express our opposing ideas, do we do it because of our noble intention"

or just our passion to enrich ourselves?

6) If we oppose the rules in each branch of Taman Siswa does it mean that we

want only to be free from everything that hinder our self-interest?

7) Do we have a real sense of democracy? Do we treat our pupils as our own

children? If we still regard highly the "meneer en juffrouw" (master and

madam) does it mean that we were still linked to "aristocracy"?

And there were many other questions that should be answered. We had to keep

for ourselves all our answers. What we had to do was to be self-disciplined.'^

These are approximately the questions of Gadjah Mada. For the members

of the Taman Siswa organization it is not merely a system of efficient ad-

ministration, but it means that each member should have an attitude of always

being prepared to dedicate themselves for the sake of their pupils. Thus if so-

meone discredits Taman Siswa, he will be ousted from the Great Family of

Taman Siswa. (Sometimes such a thing occured too).

There are two important matters concerning the asceticism of Taman Siswa

that should be noted. First, Taman Siswa's unwillingness to accept any subsidy

that might influence its policy. It is one of its 1922 principles that can be

regarded as the asceticism of Taman Siswa. Secondly, in Taman Siswa's opi-

nion, it is the characteristics of any colonial society to ignore asceticism and to

be full of self-interest. When the "Wilde Scholen Ordonnantie" was widely

imposed Ki Hadjar Dewantara asked who were more unruly in daily life, we
(the members of Taman Siswa) or the white people who did everything they

liked and created all kinds of "speelhuis" (gambling houses) amidst our

society?'^

Thus asceticism had a double function: first, as mentioned by Gadjah
Mada, as a key to get sacred power (Kesakten) used in daily educational ac-

tivities. Secondly as stated in Taman Siswa's principles of life, it shows the con-

17 Gadjah Mada, op. cil., pp. 50-51. These questions are not original. Some of them have been
changed somewhat or shortened

18 Ki Hadjar Dewantara, "Tentang 'Wilde' Scholen", Pusara, Vol. 1, No. 1-2 October 1932
pp. 16-17
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trast between Taman Siswa and "materialism". These two functions are

creating the spirit of similarity/the principle of the brotherhood of mankind
(according to Ki Hadjar Dewantara, this phrase was created by Mas Marco).

2. Democracy and Leadership

I borrowed the phrase of "Democratie en Leiderschap" from a pamphlet
written by Ki Hadjar Dewantara in 1959, just some months before he passed

away. It does not mean that the idea of Democracy and Leadership was being

formulated when the Soekarno's "Guided Democracy" was officially ap-

preciated. This idea was even expressed before the birth of Taman Siswa in

1922.

As far as I know the figure who exposed this idea is R.N. Soetatmo

Soeriokoesoemo (1888-1924), a nobleman from Paku Alaman, a member of

the "Komite Boemi Poetra" who published a magazine Wederopbouw in

Weltevreden, and became a member of the "Selasa Kliwon" community and

then was appointed as the first General Chairman of Taman Siswa when it was

established. He was also an outstanding figure in Budi Utomo.

One of the core problems he had to face was how to create a society that

would be able to guarantee the existence of the principle of solidarity (the

brotherhood of mankind), - it was an idea that had arisen coincedentally with

the concept of "people" especially during the era of the Sarekat Islam move-

ment, a massive people movement that covered enormously the peoples from

one region to the others - without harming "The Peace and Other" amidst the

natives.

The main writings of Soetatmo are among other things: "Democratie en

Wijsheid" (Democracy and Wisdom);^'^ "Democratie zonder wijsheid is een

ramp voor ons alien" (Democracy without wisdom is a disaster for all people

(1920)),^' and the motto of the Wederopbouw magazine (1918-1922) is

"Schoonheid, die Macht beheerst. Macht, die Schoonheid bezit. Wijsheid, die

rechtvaardigt". (Beauty which controls Power. Power which possesses Beau-

x') Ki Hadjar Dewanlara, Democralie en Leiderschap, Yogyakarta, 1959, p. 7

20 This is his article publislied in Tlwosofisclie Muaiidblud voor Nederlandsch-lndie, Vol. 19.

1920, pp. 308-314

21 Thi.s expression i.s stated in iiis pamphlet Suhdo Pandilo Ram: Hei liechi is van den H'ijze,

Weltevreden 1920.
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ty. Wisdom that justifies)."'^ I think Soetatmo is one of the intellectuals during

the nationalist movement. He was the most patient and astute person in observ-

ing the situation of the age and had the deepest insight in original culture

(especially the Javanese culture or the "cultural paradigm of Java). It means

that on the one hand he thought that the emergence of the people movement

and the birth of the conception of "People" as a legitimate symbol, had

become the spirit of the age (if we read the aforementioned article of Gadjah

Mada we will find a clear statement describing that only he who has been in-

tegrated to the people and preferred people to all other things, will have the

key to become "Sing Katitisan Sang Hyang lVenang"ia person possessed by

the Wisdom - underlined by Tsuchiya). But if the people movement were left

without any control then anarchy, chaos and disaster would come over the In-

donesian people; on the other hand he was ensured by the fact that the people

absolutely needed an idea that might give a form to this movement without

(hopefully) omitting the energy of the movement. He was of the opinion that

the only was to reach the aim was to revive the original principles of the society

(not yet harmed by any colonial influences) which seemed to be able to

guarantee the "Peace and Order" in keep with the situation during the na-

tional movement. In my opinion this was the background of the conception of

"Democratic en Wijsheid" (Democracy and Wisdom). It was just this idea

that was supported by the members of Taman Siswa since it had been created

by some intellectual from the "Selasa Kliwon Community" (Selasa means
Tuesday; Kliwon means the third day according to the Javanese week lunar

system). Viewed from this perspective Taman Siswa is a community in which

the conception of "Democracy and Leadership" has functioned in its "ideal

type" as seen from the function of the General Chairman through Majelis

Luhur (Supreme Council) and regionals to individual branches.

3. The Overcoming of the Crisis from the Modern Western World

There is still one main characteristic that should be noted. The leaders of
Taman Siswa were convinced that their conception on education and organiza-
tion was much better than Western conceptions. It seems that Montessori,
Frobel, Jan Linghtart etc. had a great influence among the members of Taman
Siswa especially in the beginning of its existence. Even Taman Siswa had also

mentioned something about Theosophy and Anthroposophy (Rudolf Steiner).

This does not mean that Taman Siswa has borrowed all these ideas but it

means that Taman Siswa paid attention to the fact that these ideas had emerg-

22 This Motto has been translated into Indonesian by Ki Hadjar Dewantara 40 years later

"Keindahan yang Membatasi Kekuasaan. Kekuasaan Uang Memuja Cinta Kasih. Kebijak-
sanaan yang Membawa Keadilan" (Ki Hadjar Dewantara, Demokrasi dan Leiderschap,
Yogyakarta 1959 - Underlined by Tsuchiya).
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eel to overcome a great crisis in Western society especially on 'human type'

problem brought about by the Western World as a result of the Western Style

process of modernization, Western process of secularization etc. which stress-

ed only on worldly things - "zakelijkheid" and "materialism". (But the rela-

tionship bciween Taman Siswa and Rabindranath Tagore and his school in

Santi Niketan - is quite different. Cfr. Ki Hadjar Dewantara, "Hubungan Kita

dengan Rabindranath Tagore", Pusara, Vol. 11, No. 8, August 1941).

The aforementioned Western educational ideas - aroused the interest in

education for the sake of "Wisdom", while the concept of wisdom itself has

been certainly derived from the Eastern World (especially from India). It turns

out that this concept has existed for a long time in the Indonesian culture (par-

ticularly in Java), i.e. if we use Javanese words "Wicaksono" or

"wicaksuh"^^ Thus it is obvious that for Taman Siswa in order to revive their

paradigm concurrently means to overcome and conquer the "human type"

crisis in the Western World which even had an increasingly greater influence

on the Dutch colonialists themselves. If one borrows the sayings of Gadjah

Mada in 1933, the ideology of the colonial "mission sacree" was quite dif-

ferent from Taman Siswa's ideology. Therefore, if we continue to imitate all

these colonial attitudes, styles^ and schools, it means that we will be poisoned

gradually, and committed a "maatschappelijke dood (Social Suicide).

4. Conclusion

These three aforementioned characteristics of Taman Siswa during the

Dutch colonialism were the base for establishing a "Counter-institution versus

Colonial institution". Taman Siswa has established a family system, "The

Holy Great Family of Taman Siswa" where Ki Hadjar Dewantara was their

Patron and "General Chairman". Their ideology is to keep "Peace and

Order" of the Great Family of Taman Siswa for the sake of solidarity. Fur-

thermore in its daily activities as well as in state of emergency (e.g. in fighting

against the "Wilde Scholen Ordonnantie") Taman Siswa always used

"Wisdom" - and succeeded.

As a conclusion I would like to present two more interesting matters. At a

meeting held in Malang (on January 29 until February 2, 1930) Ki Hadjar

Dewantara once stated that the basic principles of Western education were

"regeering, tucht, orde", while the Taman Siswa's Basic principles of educa-

tion were "Panggoelawentah, Momong, Among atau Ngemong" (Javanese

23 Soemarsaid Moertono, "Stale and Stalcciafi", op. cit.

24 Gadjah Mada, "Madju Kc Organisasi", Pusara, Vol. 3, No. 6, March 1933, pp. 77-78
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language) which, based on the facts mentioned above, had been replaced by

"regeering, tucht, en orde". He explained further that the Dutch word "op-

voeding", or "paedagogiek" exactly could not be translated into the Indone-

sian language nor Javanese, the language of Dewantara (underlined by

Tsuchiya).^^ What Dewantara wanted to say, was that the conception of

"educating and instructing", or "tutoring" used by Taman Siswa was quite

different from the conception of "opvoeding en onderwijs". "Orde en rust",

therefore, cannot also be translated into Indonesian language as "tertib dan

damai". In my opinion this untranslatabihty expresses clearly and undoubted-

ly the main characteristics of Taman Siswa to establish a counter institution in

the middle of a "colonial society controlled by the Dutch Institution".

During the implementation of the "Wilde Scholen Ordonnantie" some

Taman Siswa teachers were caught because of transgressing this ordinance.

Kartawan a "cantrik" (candidate of teacher), and Sukardi, the Headmaster of

Taman Siswa from the branch of Cikoneng had to be brought before a district

court on November 11-18, 1932 in Ciamis. Ther Sukardi reported the minutes

of the court to the editor of Pusara. If we observe the report pubhshed in

Pusara,^^ we will immediately find some strange things e.g. the structure of the

report was strangely arranged: the words of the accuser were written in Dutch

(e.g. Hoe heet U) while the answers of the accused were written in Indonesian

language (e.g. Nama saya Kartawan - my name is Kartawan). Thus this report

has been arranged in a rare way using Dutch and Indonesian successively. Ac-

cording to Sukardi such things really had happened in that court. I think this

impressive case reveals the fact that Taman Siswa has made serious attempts to

establish a "counter-institution". And they were quite successful.

25 "Laporan Conferentie Taman Siswa Djawa Timoer", Wasita, Vol. 2, No. 1, July 1930,

pp. 32-37

26 Sukardi, "Feringatan Korban Ordonansi", Pusara, Vol. 3, No. 2, November 1932, pp. 26-29



THE HISTORY OF MALAYSIA,
ESPECIALLY SABAH*

Datuk James P. ONGKILI

1. BACKGROUND

In order to be able to examine the history of Malaysia properly, it is impor-

tant, first and foremost, to understand the background of the people who
made up the Malaysian society. That society was a multi-ethnic, origins and
each ethnic group had its distinctive place and predilection before the Second
World War. Indeed by 1946 it was this multi-ethnic background which dic-

tated the nature and course of political development that began the process of

nation-building in Malaysia.

The Malay Society

The Malays were the first politically-organized indigenous people of the

Peninsula by virtue of the fact that the earliest political states were founded by

them. It has been aptly remarked that:

The Malays owed allegiance territorially to their sultans. Culturally their allegiance was to

Islam, and more specifically to the maritime branch of it speaking Malaysian languages

and having a common tradition of culture, trade and intermarriage among the royal families,

extending along the coasts of Malaya, Sumatra, Borneo and parts of Java and other islands.

Migration from Southeast Asia to the Peninsula was a common phe-

nomenon in the days before Western imperial powers introduced the no-

tion of fixed political boundaries. The rise of the Malacca Sultanate led to

migration from Sumatra to the Peninsula. The process of migration continued

throughout the succeeding centuries. Most of the Malay migrants from the

neighbouring islands were easily absorbed or assimilated into the existing

Malay population of the Peninsula. No doubt, this was facilitated by their

cultural similarities. Their linguistic and religious affinities in particular

Lecture at the Centre for Strategic and International Studies, Jakarta, on 2nd July, 1981.
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fostered cultural adaptation, and the process was accentuated from the nine-

teenth century onwards when their common rural pattern of life contrasted

more and more with those of the immigrants.

The traditional sultanates were often riverine centres which were largely

self-sufficient and often isolated from their neighbours. Indeed, it was often

only in times of war and succession dispute that one sultanate had much to do

with another. It was this self-sufficiency and the compact nature of the

sultanate which to some extent engendered a spirit of contentedness among

many Malays until recently. Most Malays lived a simple kampung life. Despite

the lush primeval jungle which always threatened to envelop their kampungs,

these indigenous people were blessed by Nature with a climate and habitat

which readily produced food and other basic necessities of life. It was this ease

with which life could be tolerably sustained that gave not only the Malays but

also the Dayaks, Melanaus, Kadazans, Bajaus and other indigenous* com-

munities time for hard work as well as leisure.

It is to be noted that this use of leisure was often misunderstood or pur-

posefully characterized as laziness by some members of the ruling British

group and the non-Malay communities. This accusation became more pro-

nounced in the increasingly competitive world of tin and rubber exploitation

of the twentieth century so that the Malays and other indigenous communities

were branded as unreliable, erratic workers who supposedly looked upon

wage-earning often merely as a temporary means of occupying themselves,

especially if they were farmers who usually preferred to return to their kam-

pungs for their more permanent occupations. In point of fact, there were hun-

dreds of thousands of Malays who proved their diligence by staying steadfastly

and faithfully in their jobs and spending longer hours than others as civil ser-

vants, teachers, drivers, engine operators, and farmers in their kampungs. At
all events, because far more Chinese and Indians were encouraged to come to

Malaya to fill the labour needs of British Malaya, it was possible to undertake

the exploitation of the riches of the Peninsula without forcing the Malays
themselves to participate in the process.

The Indigenous Society of Sarawak-Sabah

While Malacca was the focus of the Malay world in the Malay Peninsula,

Brunei amerged as a similar focus further to the Southeast of the Straits of
Malacca. Both Sarawak and Sabah were nominally parts of the Brunei

Kingdom before coming under foreign administration in the course of the 19th

century.
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The Brunei Sultanate shared many similarities with those in the Peninsula.
The Sultan was the apex of political authority and below him there was a
hierarchy of chiefs: four wazir, eight cheteria and sixteen menteri. Except that

the titles were different Kedah, Pahang and Perak also subscribed to the

multiple-four system of chiefs.

Owing to physical vastness and the absence of an efficient system of
transport and communication, there was also a wide dispersal of political

power in the Brunei political system. And various major chiefs wielded signifi-

cant power in specific territories. This was accentuated by the decline of the

Sultanate after the prosperous and notable reign of Sultan Bulkiah in the early

sixteenth century.

The indigenous population of Sarawak and Sabah were more
heterogeneous than their counterparts in the Peninsula mainly because a large

proportion of the indigenous people were not Muslims. The indigenous com-

munities of Sarawak comprised the Ibans or Sea Dayaks, the Bidayuhs or

Land Dayaks, the Kayans, the Kenyahs and Kelabits, all of which are non-

Muslim. The Muslim groups are the Kedayans, the Bisayas and a good propor-

tion of the Melanau. In the case of Sabah, the largest indigenous groups have

been the Muruts and the Kadazans (formerly known as the Dusuns). These

were non-Muslims. There are also numerous groups of people who are

physically and culturally akin to the Malays of the Peninsula, namely, the Ba-

jaus, the Bruneis, the Sulus, the Illanuns, Kedayans and other smaller groups.

Although Brunei was also an important trading centre, the kingdom was

situated more remotely from the commonly-used trade route between East and

West Asia whereas the Peninsula was the meeting point for traders from the

two regions. More frequent contacts with the external world required a higher

degree of adaptation by the indigenous people. Therefore, there was greater

intellectual ferment in the Peninsula-Sumatra region than in Brunei. And

although Sarawak, Sabah and the Peninsula all came under official or unof-

ficial British control in the 19th century, technological developments in the

Peninsula occurred at a far faster rate. The indigenous society in Sarawak-

Sabah being less exposed did not have to cope with the same challenge faced by

the Peninsular Malays in the early decades of the 20th century.

The Growth of Immigrant Communities

The Chinese and Indians had been visiting the Malaysian region as early as

the beginning of the Christian era; but it was only after the establishment of
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'

British control in this region that they began to come in large numbers and

stay.

The Chinese who ventured to Malaysia in the early days were mostly

traders who frequented Malacca, Penang and then Singapore as these en-

trepots developed. Not a few decided to settle permanently and became the

forefathers of the present 'Baba Chinese', especially in Malacca and Penang.

The number of Chinese immigrants increased rapidly in the second half of the

nineteenth century as they were attracted to the lucrative exploitation of tin-

bearing districts in Perak and Selangor.

From the later nineteenth century to 1933 indentured Chinese labourers

were brought to Malaya in ever increasing numbers through the sin-kheh

method of recruitment. Even during the Depression years, the number of ar-

rivals often exceeded the number who returned to China. In Sarawak, Rajah

Charles Brooke employed a basically similar method of engaging Chinese con-

tractors to obtain Chinese labourers at the turn of the twentieth century; while

in Sabah the Chartered Company made many attempts to get Chinese peasants

and refugees of the 1911 Chinese revolution and 1937 Sino-Japanese war for

the rubber planters and public works of the territory. By the time restriction

was imposed on Chinese immigration to Malaya in 1933, the community had

comprised a very significant proportion of the total population of the Penin-

sula, namely well over one-third. There were far more Chinese who came and

eventually settled down in Malaya than in Sarawak and Sabah. Consequently,

the political impact of the Chinese tended to be more heavily felt in the Penin-

sula than in Northern Borneo.

It is instructive to note that the Chinese were not only divided into different

clans with their distinctive dialects but that their business activities were con-

ducted largely along exclusive clan-dialect lines. The discipline in each clan

group was often so effective that it could undercut and ruin the economic posi-

tion of a rival group when it chose to do so. The majority of pre-war Chinese

in Malaysia retained some links with the homeland, although such ties became

increasingly loose in the course of time. By the 1930s many of those born in

China had begotten children in Malaya, but many also regarded this as the un-

fortunate consequences of revolution, civil war and Sino-Japanese conflict in

their homeland.

Although Indians came to Malaya in noticeable numbers as early as the

British acquisition of Penang in 1786, it was only near the turn of the twentieth

century that they began to arrive at a steadily increasing rate. The growth of

the rubber industry after 1910 and the development of railways and roads in
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Malaya necessitated a greatly-increased labour force which the Indian im-

migrants helped to ease.

By 1907, the governments of the Straits Settlements and the Federated

Malay States had set up an Indian Immigration Committee to take charge and
to promote the immigration of Indian labour. The Committee ran an Indian

Immigration Fund which financed the passage, accommodation and other ex-

penses of Indian labourers attracted to Malaya.

The kangany labour recruitment system drew mainly persons from South

India, such that although Punjabis, Bengalis and other North Indians also

came to Malaya, the Tamils, Malayalees and Thelugus predominated among
the immigrants. Eventually, four-fifths of the Indians who came to Malaya
were Tamils. The largest number of Indians who came before the Japanese oc-

cupation found their way into the rubber plantations, the railways and public

works of Malaya. An Agent of the Indian Government was appointed in 1923,

with the consent of the Labour Department of Malaya, to supervise the

employment conditions of Indian labourers. He was given legal right to visit

any estate during working hours and make enquiries among labourers.

The average Indian worker stayed only for a few years in Malaya; and

following the Depression years of the early 1930s, nationahst public opinion

made the Indian Government impose a total ban on all forms of assisted

emigration of labour to Malaya in 1938. Nevertheless, as a result of the

systematic labour migration pohcy, the Indians comprised 15.1 per cent in

1931 and 10.8 per cent in 1947 of the total population of Malaya.

The Development of Foreign Administration

(a) Malaya:

British rule in Malaya was launched when the English East India Com-

pany, in its effort to foster and protect its lucrative trade route between the In-

dian empire and China, obtained Penang from Sultan Abdullah of Kedah in

1786; in 1819 Stamford Raffles hoisted the Union Jack over Singapore; and by

the Anglo-Dutch Treaty of 1824 Malacca was transferred to the British. The

three outposts became the Straits Settlements in 1826 and formed the stepping-

stones to subsequent British intervention in the Malay Peninsula. Finding

these outposts a drain on its increasingly depleted coffers after the loss of its

monopoly in the China trade in the 1830s, Calcutta procrastinated but even-

tually transferred the Settlements to the Colonial Office and they collectively
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became a Crown Colony in 1867. The Settlements remained a Colony until the

Japanese invasion in 1941,

Although British presence in Malaya became manifest with the acquisition

of Penang in 1786, it was not until the Colonial Office adopted an active 'for-

ward' poHcy with effect from the signing of the Pangkor Engagement of 1874

between the Governor of the Straits Settlements and the Sultan and Chiefs of

Perak that Britain intervened and proceeded to expand her imperial authority

over the Peninsula.

To carry out the paraphernalia of indirect rule, Britain's colonial officials,

headed by the Governor of the Staits Settlements, proceeded to make ar-

rangements which witnessed Selangor coming under British protection in 1874,

Pahang accepting a British Resident in 1888, and Negri Sembilan requesting in

1889 and receiving in 1895 a British Resident. These three states, together with

Perak, were grouped to form the Federated Malay States (FMS) in 1896. The

FMS arrangement remained until the Japanese occupation.

The expansion of British intervention led to further extension of indirect

rule when in 1909 the Anglo-Siamese Treaty stated that:

The Siamese Government transfers to the British Government all rights and suzerainty,

protection, administration, and control whatsoever which they possess over the States of

Kelantan, Tregganu, Kedah, Perils and adjacent islands.

Thus Britain acquired the four Northern Malay states. Each of the four states

accepted the appointment of a British Adviser with powers similar to those of

the British Resident in each of the FMS. Meanwhile, Johore in the south, hav-

ing lost its nominal suzerainty over Pahang and Trengganu, also gradually

gravitated into British influence and control. British promise of protection

came in 1885, and in 1914 a treaty provided for the appointment of a British

General Adviser whose powers were again broadly similar to those of the

Residents and the other four Advisers. However, Kelantan, Trengganu,

Kedah, Perils and Johore remained outside the FMS and were collectively

known as the Unfederated Malay States (UFMS). The British arrangements of

the FMS and the UFMS continued to be the forms by which Britain sought to

implement its policies on the Peninsula until the Second World War.

(b) Sarawak

In the late 1830s rebellion broke out in Siniawan, Sarawak, against a local

chief, the Pangiran Makhota. The Sultan of Brunei was unable to suppress the

uprising and eventually James Brooke, an Englishman, entered the scene and
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helped to quell the rebellion. The result was that the Sultan of Brunei formally

recognised James Brooke as the Rajah of Sarawak in 1841.

The ensuing century saw the development of a highly personalized and
paternalistic rule which left little room for political initiative among the com-
munities of Sarawak. The Brookes treated the indigenous people of their

kingdom with a Victorian humanitarianism which, among other things, sought

to insulate them from harsh treatment of the sort meted out to colonized

peoples elsewhere.

Similar to British policy towards the Malays in the Peninsula, the Brookes

paid considerable attention to the Malays of Sarawak. Their leaders were

awarded honorific titles akin to those of aristocratic Brunei, such as Datu
Patinggi, Datu Bandar and Datu Imam; and so accustomed had the Malays
become to Brooke paternal treatment that in 1946, when the Rajah decided to

deliver his once romantic kingdom to the British Crown, there were anti-

cession protests from sections of the Malay community.

The Brookes devoted attention also to protecting the Dayaks and kindred

non-Malay indigenous peoples of Sarawak. In particular, the second Rajah,

Charles Brooke, spent long years as an administrator among the Ibans and

firmly beheved that nothing could be more unjust than to expose his peace-

loving native wards to the predatory activities of joint-stock companies,

privateers and imperialist. He drew examples from the Dutch policy of native

subjugation in which the Javanese were reduced to a very abused and oppress-

ed people, being forced both to provide labour for the Government, as well as

to comply with the demands of their own native chiefs. The Brookes made use

of traditional native chiefs as much as the Dutch did in the Netherlands East

Indies; but, being more simply paternalistic and less economically motivated

than the Dutch, the Rajahs, in principle, if not in practice, continually em-

phasized the welfare of their Sarawak indigenous leaders and their people.

When he succeeded James Brooke in 1868, Charles Brooke continued the

protective policy of his uncle. While he was still the chief administrator under

his uncle, Charles Brooke initiated a forum in which the local leaders of

Sarawak could know one another and exchange views by establishing a

General Council in 1867. Despite the expansion of the administration and the

associative role of this Council, however, Sarawak remained politically

backward.

That Brooke rule insulated the indigenous peoples of Sarawak from abuse

and colonial exploitation can hardly be denied. The Malay and non-Malay

peoples of Sarawak were certainly more humanely treated under their English
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Rajahs than were the Javanese under the Dutch 'culture system' or the Viet-

namese under the so-called 'assimilation' and 'association' programmes of the

French But it can be said that the benevolent Rajahs over-protected the m-

digenous peoples of Sarawak: in a manner of speaking, the indigenous peoples

were like birds in a golden cage, pampered, and unruffled by wmds of change;

but when the golden cage door was opened, first by the Japanese m 1941 and

secondly by the British Government in 1946, it was found that the birds had

lost the art of flying. The different communities of Sarawak were largely

unharmed but they were also politically innocent under Brooke rule. Clearly,

the time of nationalist awareness was yet to come.

(c) Sabah

The beginning of the end of Brunei rule in Sabah occurred in December

1877 when some sections of Sabah were ceded to Baron Von Overbeck who

was acting on behalf of the British firm of Dent Brothers. In subsequent years

more territories were ceded piecemeal. A Umited Provisional Association was

formed to exploit Sabah. Several stations were established by employees of the

Association. By 1881, the Association was able to persuade the British

Government to grant a charter of corporation and Sabah came under the ad-

ministration of the British North Borneo (Chartered) Company.

At a time when joint-stock companies were clearly considered

anachronistic institutions, the granting of the Royal Charter to the North

Borneo Company by the British Government was a demonstration of the

backwardness of the territory. Nevertheless, the Charter laid down the

political and administrative bases upon which the Company Court of Direc-

tors in London and their Governor and officers in Sabah should manage an

area of over 29,000 square miles. The Charter, which was closely adhered to by

the Company until the Japanese invasion in 1941, required inter alia that the

Company should by degrees abolish slavery, refrain from interfering with the

religion of any clan or people of the territory, develop the area, make and

maintain public works, promote immigration, grant lands to investors, afford

free access to British shipping, and impose no monopoly of trade in the ter-

ritory.

The Chartered Company, like the Brooke Rajahs, were preoccupied with

the establishment of a bureaucracy in Sabah. In this respect, the most signifi-

cant provision of the Charter, in so far as the peoples of the territory were in-

volved, was Article 9 which required that:
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In the administration of justice by the Company to the people of Borneo, or to any of the

inhabitants thereof, careful regard shall always be had to the customs and laws of the class

or tribe or nation to which the parties respectively belong, especially with respect to the
holding possession transfer and disposition of lands and goods, and testate or intestate

succession thereto, and marriage, divorce, and legitimacy, and other rights of property and
personal rights.

Here at least is evidence that tlie territory was constituted into a political enti-

ty, separate from the Brunei Sultanate, at a period in British history when
some regard for the well-being of the subject peoples, albeit paternalistic, was
manifest. As the Rajahs of Sarawak were imbued with Victorian

humanitarianism, so the promoters of the Chartered Company were enjoined

to protect the welfare of the indigenous and other communities of Sabah from
1881 onwards. Notwithstanding that, it must be pointed out that a stable

government was of paramount importance to the Company itself in its over-

riding effort to open up the territory and thereby attract investors, planters

and speculators to Sabah. The chief aim was to establish good government in

order to ensure the success of a business concern which had been launched

with the blessing of the British Government. It was principally due to this

economic preoccupation that the Company Governor and his officers paid far

less attention to the promotion of political education among the inhabitants of

Sabah.

An Advisory Council was set up in 1883 with the aim of providing the

Governor and his officers a channel of communication with the various com-

munities in the territory. But, in practice, this Council hardly promoted

political understanding among the people. Its members were composed of the

higher officers of the Company, representatives of the European planters and

Chinese merchant groups. Not only were all the members nominated by the

Governor, but it is also significant to note that the indigenous peoples of the

territory were not represented on this Council. Despite the Charter provision

vis-a-vis the welfare of the indigenous communities, their non-representation

on the Advisory Council clearly demonstrates the fact that the Company was

far more interested in the economic rather than the political advancement of

the territory.

At the turn of the twentieth century Company rule was badly shaken by an

extended rebellion. Beginning in 1894, and led by a man of mixed Bajau and

Sulu parentage called Mat (Mohamed) Salleh, the revolt intermittently erupted

in the East and West coasts as well as in the interior of Sabah until 1900 when

the rebels were finally defeated. Although it is obvious that Mat Salleh and his

followers exhibited a strong dislike for the Company Government, especially

towards the end of the rebellion, it is also difficult to overlook the fact that

they were greatly encouraged by the acquisition of loot and booty in the towns

which fell to rebel hands. It is an interesting speculation that Mat Salleh could
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have been the first patriot of Sabah. Thus far, however, there is scant evidence

to support such an noble contention; and although it is possible that he might

have imbibed the revolutionary spirit of the Filipinos against their Spanish col-

onial rulers at the time, the available evidence points more plausibly to the fact

that Mat Salleh was nursing a personal grudge against the Company Govern-

ment which ignored him and later treated him arrogantly. Mat Salleh did not

have a political, let alone a nationalist, plan for Sabah; and proud as he and

his followers were, his career could not have been any nobler than that of

Robin Hood and his merry men.

For its part, the Company fought determinedly to ensure the stability

which it perennially sought in order to make Sabah an attractive area for in-

vestment. In 1912 a Legislative Council was estabhshed to replace the Ad-

visory Council. All nominated, the members of the new Council comprised of-

ficial members, representatives of the European economic interests, and a

representative of the Chinese community. While the Chinese representation

was later increased to two members, the Council again included no represen-

tative of the indigenous peoples of the territory. In any event, despite the

change in its name, the new Legislative Council remained largely advisory in

practice. It functioned as a source of information on the economic tempera-

ment and development of the territory for the Governor and the Court of

Directors rather than as a training ground for local leaders towards the even-

tual self-government of Sabah. The Legislative Council existed uneventfully

and apolitically until the Japanese invasion in late 1941.

An interesting experiment in local government was attempted in 1936. A
local authority was formed by combining villages in the Bingkor area of the In-

terior Residency for administrative purposes. The Committee formed to run

the day to day affairs of the authority was led by O.K.K. Sedomon bin Gun-

sanad. Initially the authority functioned promisingly; but lack of financial

support and experience beset its native leaders who were expected to rely en-

tirely upon the meagre revenue of the poor Bingkor area for the implementa-

tion of their projects and local authority services. Ultimately the experiment

failed, thereby demonstrating the impossibility of initiating even grass-root

political education successfully without the long-term assistance of a govern-

ing Company disposed towards the granting of eventual self-government for

Sabah.

Whereas the Brooke Rajahs at least repeatedly stated that it was their in-

tention to lead the people of Sarawak to self-rule and attempted to substan-

tiate their pledge by granting the 1941 Constitution to their subjects on a silver

platter, the Chartered Company never in their sixty-year rule indicated such a

wish for the people of Sabah. Undisturbed by other imperial powers, thanks to
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the British protectorate of 1888, the Company portrayed itself by 1941 as a
management concern which to all intents and purposes was happy to continue
to husband Sabah as its economic domain well into an indeterminate future.

II. THE POSTWAR PERIOD

The history of postwar Sabah, particularly from 1946 until the formation
of Malaysia in 1963, has been closely related to that of postwar Sarawak. Thus
in the earher portion of this article, Sarawak is mentioned and included in the

discussion in order to give a better perspective of the postwar developments in

what later became East Malaysia.

Political-Constitutional Developments in Sarawak and Sabah (1946-1961)

Unlike Malaya which experienced the unfolding of the immediate post-war

years with keenly-received and widely-debated constitutional and poUtical

developments, Sarawak and Sabah emerged from the Second World War
rather uneventfully and remained apolitical dependencies for long years after

1946. In a significant manner, the lack of political response in post-war

Sarawak and Sabah was the logical consequence of pre-war policies in the two

territories. The paternalism of the Brooke Rajahs and the commercial con-

siderations of the British North Borneo Chartered Company had left the two

areas effectively insulated from the spread of nationalist ideas in Southeast

Asia. It was principally due to this apolitical historical background that both

Sarawak and Sabah were easily acquired and turned into Crown Colonies by

Britain in July 1946.

Britain's motives for acquiring Sarawak and Sabah after the Second World

War were not very dissimilar from those which prompted her to regain her pre-

war hegemony over Malaya and Singapore in 1946. Britain had indirectly but

effectively established her imperial influence in Northern Borneo during the

Brooke rule and Chartered Company administration which lasted until the

Japanese invasion in 1941. As in Malaya, Britain worked for the estabhshment

of a post-war position of dominance in Sarawak and Sabah. For economic and

strategic reasons, Britain was prepared to add new acquisitions to her remain-

ing dependencies. In the course of rearranging British priorities in Southeast

Asia, Sarawak and Sabah became His Majesty's new Crown Colonies in 1946.

Sabah received its status of Crown Colony with hardly any dissenting

voice. Relative isolation from the outside world and lack of educational
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facilities during the pre-war period accounted for the inabihty of most people

in Sabah to comprehend the change in their status from that of inhabitants of

a mere British Protectorate to that of a directly-governed Crown Colony in

1946. It was on 10 July, 1946 that Britain passed the North Borneo Cession

Order in Council which provided that an agreement had been made between

the Secretary of State for the Colonies, on behalf of his Majesty, and the

British North Borneo Company, whereby the Company had transferred and

ceded all its rights, powers, and interest in the territory with effect from 15 Ju-

ly 1946, and that it was therefore ordered that the State of North Borneo be

annexed to and form part of His Majesty's Dominions, and should be called,

together with the Settlement of Labuan, the Colony of North Borneo. On 15

July 1946 in the presence of, among others, Malcolm MacDonald who was

Governor-General of the Malayan Union and Singapore, the new Colony of

North Borneo was proclaimed in Jesselton.

As Sabah passed on into the 1950s, the tenor of life was characterized by

the preoccupation with 'the peace, order and good government of the Colony'.

By 1956 the administration took pride in the fact that 'the Colony maintained

its enviable record of freedom from political strife and violence'. Yet, the

irony of history had also ensured that such 'freedom' meant that Sabah was

far away from freedom from Colonial rule. The transfer to the Colonial Office

in 1946 had helped to stem post-war social, economic and administrative

dislocations caused by the Japanese Occupation in Sabah; but, beyond that,

the territory had little political character, inasmuch as the meticulous applica-

tion of 'peace, order and good government of the Colony' rendered the growth

of political awareness excruciatingly slow among the people of Sabah.

British Colonial rule lasted from July 1946 to September 1963 in both

Sarawak and Sabah. This period of seventeen years witnessed an era of

benevolent administration in each territory. To a considerable extent because

of the lack of political development in each of the two territories until the Se-

cond World War, progress along nationalist lines after 1946 was a slow pro-

cess. The Colonial Governments of Sarawak and Sabah, above all else, wished

to rehabilita'te and reconstruct the economies of the two territories which were

ravaged by the War. It was clearly recognized that social and welfare services

were the inseparable concomitants of any stable and expanding economy; and,

accordingly, such services were given emphasis at the same time as the prin-

cipal products of Sarawak and Sabah, such as rubber, oil, pepper, copra,

timber, sago and tobacco, were speedily rehabilitated. In many ways, Sarawak
and Sabah under colonial rule for seventeen years underwent the execution of

British policies not unHke those which were carried out in the Peninsula under
the British in pre-war Malaya.
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As in pre-war Malaya, the peoples of Sarawak and Sabah tended to live in

plural societies for long years after 1946. It was not the intention of Whitehall
to foster political awareness or nationalistic ideas among the peoples of
Sarawak and Sabah throughout the 1950s, notwithstanding the fact that Britain

was aware that she would have to relinquish her sovereignty over the territories

in the foreseeable future. The nationaUst movement and successful demands
for political independence in Southeast Asia made it plain that, at best, Britain

could only hope to delay the rise of nationalist sentiment among the peoples of

Sarawak and Sabah. At all events, Britain reasoned, as she did with respect to

Malaya and Singapore, that if the parting of the ways must come with the

Borneo territories it was in the best interests of the British Government and
people that such a break should eventuate in an amicable manner.

After being administered by the Governor with the aid of an Advisory

Council for four years, Sabah received a new Legislative Council in October

1950. The new legislative body was, however, dominated by official members:

'The Legislative Council consists of the Governor as President, three ex officio

Members, namely the Chief Secretary, the Attorney-General and the Financial

Secretary, nine Official Members and ten Nominated Members'. At the same

time, an Executive Council was established which consisted of the same three

ex-officio members, two other official members and four nominated

members. The latter Council was 'consulted by the Governor on all questions

of importance'.

The constitutional arrangements in Sabah throughout the 1950s were more

colonial than those in Sarawak. For a full decade until 1960 the British of-

ficials dominated the Legislative and Executive Councils. The Sabah Colonial

legislature advised and assisted the Governor who made 'laws for the peace,

order and good Government of the Colony'. Local councils were introduced in

Sabah only from 1952 onwards, with functions similar to those in Sarawak but

with the exception that the Sabah local councils did not undertake responsibili-

ty for education. By 1956 it was explained:

Wide powers are conferred upon these Authorities, which have control over their own

finances and may levy rates and cesses and make by-laws for such purposes as the improve-

ment of agriculture and animal husbandry, the control of buildings, the provision and

maintenance of markets and the safeguarding and promotion of public health.

There was thus an attempt to familiarize the people with ideas of self-

government at grass-root level as in Sarawak. Yet it is well to note that the local

councils in Sabah never became sub-electoral colleges for indirect elections to a

territorial legislature as in Sarawak. Throughout the 1950s, the members of the

district councils as well as the officials in the Legislative and Executive

Councils of Sabah were all nominated by the British Governor with the aid of
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his officials. In simple language, colonial rule was effective in theory and in

practice in the Sabah of the 1950s.

It was only in 1960, just prior to the announcement of the Malaysian pro-

posal, that constitutional changes were introduced which provided for a small

unofficial majority in the Legislative Council of Sabah. There were then the

Governor as President, four ex-officio members, three official members and

12 nominated members. However, the Executive Council remained largely in

the control of official members who numbered six as against five nominated

members. While district and Divisional council elections were held in Sarawak

on a territory-wide scale in 1959, the electoral process was never introduced in

Sabah before December 1962 when Sabah's participation in the formation of

Malaysia was already a foregone conclusion.

Northern Borneo and Malaysia

Tengku Abdul Rahman's Malaysia proposal in May 1961 was initially

greeted with opposition by leaders in Sarawak, Brunei and Sabah. One main

reason for this adverse response was the fact that the three territories had been

conditioned for long into thinking that their common colonial rulers, the

British, would eventually lead them to sovereignty and independence. The

failure of the Bornean federation proposals of the 1950s itself was evidence

that Sarawak, Brunei and Sabah each manifested an inclination to hope and

work for its own separate independence, even if the ideal of nationhood might

take the year 2.000 or after to achieve. With such a frame of mind, the an-

nouncement of the Malaysia proposal not only took the leaders of the three

territories by surprise but also elicited strong reactions against the proposal

from some of them. A number of them formed a United Front; and the main
personalities involved, A.M. Azahari of Brunei, Ong Kee Hui of Sarawak, and

Donald A. Stephens of Sabah, declared on 9 July 1961 that 'any plan in accor-

dance with the pronouncements made by Tengku Abdul Rahman in Brunei

and Sarawak would be totally unacceptable to the people of the three ter-

ritories'.

Soon after his luncheon speech in May 1961, Tengku Abdul Rahman had
paid a familiarization visit to Brunei and Sarawak in the course of which he

endeavoured to explain the Malaysia proposal. It was not an easy task,

however, to project such a federation proposal to peoples who were still large-

ly unschooled in the art of party politics and the foundations of nationhood.

Whereas political consciousness had developed rapidly in Malaya and
Singapore during the 1950s, the post-war colonial period in Sarawak and
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Sabah until 1963 had tended to delay the inculcation of political attitudes and
nationalist fervour necessary for the peoples of the two territories to com-
prehend adequately the import of freedom and independence.

At all events, a series of developments ensured the continuance of attention

and debate on the Malaysia plan. The leaders of Northern Borneo largely took

their political cues from their British rulers, initially at any rate. But, for the

reasons stated above, their British rulers appeared to be increasingly

favourable to the formation of Malaysia. It was the impression given by the

British officials that, notwithstanding the fact that the prior establishment of a

Bornean federation comprising the three territories was an alternative not to

be completely ruled out, the Malaysia proposal was a constructive one; and
that the crucial factor was proper timing in forming the larger federation: 'The

quicker you try to do it, the more difficult it would be for the Borneo ter-

ritories because they feel they lag behind Singapore and the Federation

politically.' The United Front leaders themselves were aware and perturbed by

the political handicaps of their territories. It was for this reason that they im-

plored:

We believe that it is virtually important that the constitutional advance in the three territories

should be speeded up and with this in view elections should be held in the territories, where

an undertaking has been given by the Governments concerned so that the legitimate aspirations

of the people for political advancement can be satisfied.

Britain for her part had become resigned to the reality of the situation that

Malaya had achieved independence, Singapore had been increasingly resolute

in its demand for self-rule, and that the Northern Borneo territories would be

following the same path to political emancipation either of their own volition

or with the aid and moral support of friendly neighbours. The British decided

to ensure that the parting with the Borneo territories would be on good terms

so that the departure would be 'without endangering their stand on self-

determination in Africa and elsewhere in the world'. It appeared that colonial

rule was inevitably coming to an end in Northern Borneo, at any rate in

Sarawak and Sabah.

While the Borneans were progressively gaining in political understanding

and style as the Malaysia proposal increasingly became the topic of conversa-

tions among the man-in-the-street and kampung, their leaders were also gain-

ing expertise in negotiations as they sat with their Malayan and Singapore

counterparts in discussing the Malaysia plan.

Politicization took place gradually in Sarawak and Sabah during the for-

mation of Malaysia. Nevertheless, the federation proposal led to the forma-

tion of political parties which took stands on the Malaysia issue. Before the

Malaysia proposal was made in May 1961 there were three parties in Sarawak,
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the Sarawak United People's Party (SUPP), the Party Negara Sarawak

(PANAS), and the Sarawak National Party (SNAP); Azahari's Parti Rakyat

existed in Brunei; and there was none in Sabah. Asked why he did not form a

political party, Donald Stephens replied only months before the Malaysia plan

was propounded, 'I want to learn from the mistakes of SUPP and PANAS

first'. At that time the two Sarawak parties were virtually cutting each other's

throats in forays and political mudslinging. But the Malaysia proposal did trig-

ger decolonization and brought about the advent of party politics in Northern

Borneo.

By the first half of 1962 five political parties had been formed in previously

apolitical Sabah. The United National Kadazan Organization (UNKO), led by

Donald Stephens, was formed in August 1961. As the name implies, its majori-

ty support came from the Kadazans of the West Coast and interior Residen-

cies. Soon after its formation the UNKO decided to support the Malaysia pro-

posal. The United Sabah National Organization (USNO) appeared next in

December 1961 and was led by Datu Mustapha bin Datu Harun. It command-

ed support largely from the Muslim groups, and Hke the UNKO it soon decid-

ed to support the Malaysia plan with some reservations. In 1962 several parties

emerged. Among these was the United National Pasok Momogun Organiza-

tion (Pasok Momogun) which wanted self-government before Sabah joined

Malaysia and gained support from the interior indigenous people. It merged

with the UNKO in June 1964 to form the United Pasokmomogun Kadazan

Organization (UPKO). The Chinese of Sabah formed the Democratic Party

and United Party which, after merging and undergoing two changes of name,

finally became the Sabah Chinese Association (SCA) in May 1965. The

Chinese parties at first opposed Malaysia but, like all the political parties of

Sabah during the formation of the federation, they soon decided to support

the proposal on condition that certain safeguards were acceded to.

In addition to the mainly Chinese-supported SUPP which was inaugurated

in June 1959, the largely Malay PANAS which was brought into being in April

I960, and the SNAP which began as a pre-dominantly Dayak-based party in

April 1961, new parties also emerged in Sarawak in the wake of the Malaysia

Plan. The Barisan Raayat Jati Sarawak (BARJASA) was formed in December

1961 with Malay and Muslim Melanau support. The conservative well-to-do

Chinese led the formation of the Sarawak Chinese Association (SCA) in July

1962; and in August 1962 the Party Pesaka Anak Sarawak (Pesaka) came into

being with the principal support of Ibans and other Dayaks in the Third Divi-

sion. With the exception of the SUPP, which argued for Sarawak in-

dependence first, all these parties in time decided to support the Malaysia pro-

posal. It may be mentioned, however, that while all the parties in Sabah form-

ed a pro-Malaysia grand coalition, the Sabah Alliance, in August 1962, the
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parties in Sarawak only succeeded in eslablisliing a similar coalition, the

Sarawak Alliance, in January 1963. The SUPP remained on the opposition
side until 1970.

The significant point is that the Malaysia proposal engendered the develop-

ment of political thinking in Northern Borneo. The formation of political par-

ties fostered the articulation of political preferences and enabled the leaders of
the Borneo territories and their counterparts from Malaya and Singapore to

identify and give adequate consideration to the major problems which had to

be solved or provided for in the course of establishing a new nation that was
Malaysia. Concurrently with the spread of political awareness, the Malaysia

proposal fostered the development of nationalist consciousness among an in-

creasing number of people in Sarawak and Sabah. The idea of belonging to an
independent nation, Malaysia, an idea which had always been the core of na-

tionalism, gradually gained currency and accounted for the willingness of in-

creasing numbers of people in Sarawak and Sabah to look favourably at and in

the end to accept the Malaysia proposal.

The formation of Malaysia took twenty-eight months, from May 1961 to

September 1963. But, in effect, Malaysia was basically an enlargement of the

Federation of Malaya. Although substantial state autonomy was accorded

Singapore, and conditions and safeguards were agreed upon to satisfy Bor-

nean demands, the three new areas became additional states of fundamentally

the same Federation which was renamed Malaysia. The Malaysia Agreement

provided for a series of adaptations of and additional provisions in the existing

1957 Federation of Malaya Constitution rather than the actual framing of an

entirely new document. Thus the Federal Constitution of Malaysia was in con-

tent to a great extent the same as the 1957 Federation of Malaya Constitution.

While Singapore became a state of the enlarged Federation when Malaysia was

inaugurated on 16 September 1963, Tengku Abdul Rahman's wish had been

almost completely fulfilled: 'If the three Borneo territories are included in the

Federation, it will become 14 states'.

Sabah in Malaysia, 1963-1981

Sabah joined Malaysia in 1963 for political survival and economic pro-

gress. These overriding and closely inter-related reasons emerged again and

again during the negotiations to form Malaysia. Sabah could have opted for

political survival on her own by gradually working for her own separate in-

dependence from Britain; and indeed many of the local leaders were working

towards this separate goal for some years before the Malaysia proposal was

put forward.
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However, the political realities in Southeast Asia and within Sabah itself

were discouraging. There was constant war going on in Indochina. Political in-

stability in neighbouring independent countries like Indonesia and the Philip-

pines appeared to be worsening rather than abating. Should the British really

leave at that time, Sabah would have been in a quandary on her own. Sabah

had to seek protection from an ally, and the immediate solution came in the

form of Malaysia.

To make matters worse, Sabah was not only devoid of defence mechanism

but was also new in politics, particularly international politics. As has been

shown earlier, it was only with the coming of the Malaysia proposal in the ear-

ly 1960s that political leaders really mobilised themselves into political parties

and argued for political rights and socio-economic advancement.

The Malayan leaders knew these overriding worries among the Borneo

leaders; and it was not therefore surprising that when the Malaysia Agreement

was signed in 1963, it contained explicit provisions for defence and economic

assistance to Sabah. Most of the demands for conditions and safeguards as

contained in Sabah's "Twenty Points" were acceded to by Kuala Lumpur. In-

deed one of provisions of the Malaysia Agreement stated that the Federal

Government would assist Sabah with at least $ 200 million during the first five

years after joining Malaysia. In those tightfisted colonial days, that amount of

funds was very substantial and appealing to the Sabah leaders who were keen

to develop their state socially and economically.

From hindsight, it can be said that Sabah made the right decision by join-

ing Malaysia - even if she, like Sarawak, partly stumbled into it. Externally,

Malaysia has vindicated her profession to defend and protect every part of the

federation, including Sabah, over the last eighteen years. The Angkatan

Tentera Diraja Malaysia (Royal Malaysian Armed Forces) have included

Sabah in their overall defence planning, strategy and mobilisation. The Polls

Diraja Malaysia (Royal Malaysia Police) together with its Special Branch and

various components have ensured peace and order and fostered stability in the

country.

Socio-economically, Sabah has fared well within Malaysia. The promise of

$ 200 million was fulfilled soon after the inauguration of Malaysia. Sabah had

budgeted for a Six-Year Development Plan (1965-1970) totalling $ 436 million.

But when the First Malaysia Plan (1966-1970) was initiated a little later, it was

disclosed that of the $ 436 million at least $ 373.6 million would be financed by

the Federal Government. These figures become significant when it is borne in

mind that the last Sabah development plan before the state joined Malaysia,

namely the colonial development plan of 1960-1965, proposed the expenditure

of only $ 150 million.
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During the eighteen years that Sabah has been a part of Malaysia, the

socio-economic development allocations have steadily increased. In the Second
Malaysia Plan (1971-1975) Sabah was allocated $ 756.4 million, that is to say

about double the allocations under the First Malaysia Plan. Under the Third
Malaysia Plan (1976-1980), Sabah was originally allocated double that of the

Second Malaysia Plan, namely, $ 1,452 million. However, when the new Ber-

jaya Government took over in April 1976, it accelerated the pace of socio-

economic development in Sabah to such an extent that the Federal Govern-
ment granted an additional $ 1,300 million, an increase of nearly 100% over

the original Third Malaysia Plan allocation or nearly 200% increase over the

Second Malaysia Plan.

Taking into consideration the socio-economic development performance

of Sabah during the last five years, when the state government achieved 90%
implementation success according to the Prime Minister's Department com-

puter in Kuala Lumpur, the state has been given further increased allocations

under the current Fourth Malaysia Plan (1981-1985), namely $ 3,220 milHon.

This figure for Sabah is the second highest allocation among the thirteen states

of Malaysia under the current five-year plan. Even allowing for depreciation in

the value of the ringgit and escalation in prices over the years, that sum of $

3,220 million is phenomenal compared to the last colonial development plan

allocation of $ 150 million before Sabah joined Malaysia.

Thus, socio-economically, Sabah has been achieving progress over the last

eighteen years largely through the four five-year Malaysia Plans. Of course not

all the allocations came from the Federal Government, and in fact an average

of about 45% of the total funds are usually contributed by the state. But

through co-operation, co-ordination and good implementation Sabah has ex-

perienced nearly two decades of socio-economic progress and increased

political stability.

Without political stability it would be difficult to achieve any progress.

This has been true in the case of Sabah. During the 60-year Chartered Com-

pany rule, the Second World War and Japanese Occupation and the seventeen

years of postwar colonial rule, there was no political stability in Sabah because

there was really no political freedom to speak of and any seeming stability was

imposed from above by virtue of colonial rule. Administrative control of the

direct and indirect rule types that Rupert Emerson described vividly in his

book, entitled Malaysia, about the Dutch in Indonesia and the British in

Malaya in the 1930s, was the order of the day and the custodian of "peace,

order and good government" in Sabah until the state joined Malaysia.

Since joining Malaysia in 1963, Sabah has become politicised through the

introduction of the ballot box, democratic Malaysian and Sabah State Con-
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I stitutions, the adoption and practice of a cabinet system of government as well

as several general elections which have been held over the past eighteen years.

The political parties which emerged during the formation of Malaysia in

the early 1960s were the precursors to later ones that ensured the continuance

of party politics in Sabah. The state had its first experience at the polls when

district council elections were held in 1962 to elect members to the Sabah

Legislative Assembly by an indirect method. The first state direct elections

were held in 1967, followed by three other state-wide polls in 1971, 1976 and

the latest one in March 1981. After each state general elections the winning

political alliance or party forms the new cabinet government in Sabah. Follow-

ing the recent poll, Sabah is now under its Sixth Legislative Assembly.

The government in Sabah is headed by the Yang Dipertuan Negeri (State

Governor) as the constitutional ruler. He acts on the advice of the Chief

Minister who is the chief executive in the State. The Chief Minister heads a

State Cabinet of not less than five and not more than nine Ministers including

himself.

Broadly speaking, there have been two administrations in Sabah since the

state joined Malaysia in 1963. The first administration was the Sabah Alliance

government which was in office for thirteen years from 1963 until it was

defeated at the polls by Parti Berjaya in 1976.

It can be said thay this first administration was greatly handicapped at the

beginning inasmuch as it took over from the British in 1963 without much ex-

perience and wherewithal. The postwar British colonial government in Sabah

made little or no preparation for Sabahans to take over when they went. When
the Sabah Alliance took over there was a lot of trial-and-error in the ad-

ministration. Lack of political tradition to go by, educational shortcomings

among those who came up as pioneer leaders, and the temptations of office in

a state where the natural and economic resources were substantial all com-

pounded to beset the Sabah Alliance government with increasing problems.

Under the Sabah Alliance government there was socio-economic develop-

ment, particularly because the successive First and Second Malaysia Plans

discussed earlier provided ample allocations for development. However, lack

of long-range integrated planning and preoccupation with extra-governmental

activities among the leaders made Alliance development efforts haphazard and
spasmodic. Adverse pubHc opinion and an increasingly critical electorate were

met with Alliance coercion and intimidation. Many people became political

detainees in the main state prison at Kepayan. The upshot was that at the April

1976 state elections the Sabah Alliance lost to the newly-formed Parti Berjaya.
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The second administration under Parti Berjaya has ruled Sabah for the

past five years. It has stepped up socio-economic development to the extent

that the allocations for the Third Malaysia Plan (1976-1980) were almost
doubled by the Federal Government; and notwithstanding that, Sabah achiev-

ed 90% project implementation performance over the plan period. As a result

of its good performance over the past five years, Berjaya was returned to of-

fice with an overwhelming majority at the recent March 1981 state elections. In

1976, Berjaya won 28 seats and the then ruling Sabah Alliance won 20 seats. In

the recent 1981 elections, Berjaya won 44 seats while the opposition parties ob-

tained only 4 seats.

One of the important differences between Parti Berjaya and the erstwhile

Sabah Alliance is that Berjaya is a multi-racial party while the Alliance was a

coalition of three communal parties as discussed earlier. Berjaya represents all

the ethnic groups in Sabah in one multi-racial party while the Alliance com-
prised a delicate balancing of communal party representatives who cherished

their own communal interests more than their membership in the Alliance. In

terms of nation-building and the fostering of a national identity, Berjaya is

one step ahead in that it has done away with the communal parties of the

former Alliance and established a single multi-racial party of the people of

Sabah.

Having received a strong and fresh mandate at the recent elections. Parti

Berjaya is set for another five years in office. The party has short-term,

medium and long-range integrated development plans for Sabah. The $ 3,220

million Fourth Malaysia Plan (1981-1985) allocations for Sabah have been the

result of financial and fiscal negotiations between Berjaya and the Federal

Government. The Fourth Malaysia Plan coincides with the next five years of

Berjaya in office; and it is anticipated that by 1986 Sabah's second administra-

tion since gaining independence through Malaysia would have visibly

transformed the state into a modern society.

Sabah as Intermediary State

During the long period of colonial rule from the last century until 1963,

Sabah had not played much of a role other than the producer of raw materials

for the economy of Britain and other industrialised countries. Sabah was

undeveloped for long years even after the Second World War, largely because

the colonial economy persisted for as long as the metropolitan power was in

control of the territory.
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Since Sabah joined Malaysia in 1963, there has been an opening up of the

state as it were. The economy expanded, particularly with increased volume of

timber exported, the beginning of state-owned oil palm plantations, the plan-

ting of cocoa and the increase in fishery and prawn production. The

discoveries of copper and petroleum have also helped to boost the size of the

state economy, resulting among other things in the keenness of setting up in-

dustrial joint-ventures in those mineral products. Today the Berjaya Govern-

ment is emphasising the development of greater and more diversified agro-

based and timber-based industries to the extent of processing the resources

locally instead of exporting raw materials. The same is being done with the

petroleum, copper and other mineral resources of Sabah.

With all these changes in the state economy, Sabah can play a greater role

among the surrounding areas. There should be more relaxed economic rela-

tions between Sabah and the Indonesian towns in Kalimantan, Sulawesi, Java

and Indonesia as a whole. Throughout our long histories Nusantara and the

Malay world as a whole have had trading routes and economic links.

The imperial and colonial periods cut off those traditional trading and

economic Hnks for centuries. But, today, we have begun to re-establish pat-

terns of trade and economic exchanges. The setting up of ASEAN has helped

greatly in this regard. Our ideal, among other things, is freer and freer socio-

economic relations in ASEAN. In this regard, therefore, Sabah has

endeavoured to play an intermediary role in recent years. A good example has

been the common front in fixing timber prices among Indonesia, Sabah, and

Malaysia as a whole vis-a-vis the buyers like Japan, Korea, Australia and

others.

As our respective economies continue to industrialise, it is almost in-

evitable that there should be greater consultation, rationalisation, and com-

mon approach and front on various economic matters. We should shed our

colonial legacies of economic compartmentalization, excessive tariff protec-

tions and cartel dealings. Such measures are cut-throat means that would only

hurt us all if pursued to its illogical conclusions. What we should do, and do
rapidly, is know each other more, break up completely the colonial compart-

mentalizations that persist without us noticing them, and open our economic

and trading doors to each other freely. Sabah, for its part, has begun to do so;

and she hopes to be the intermediary state among the ASEAN countries in the

years to come.



CHRONICLES

JULY - SEPTEMBER 1981

Internal Affairs

After attending a limited cabinet session on economic, financial and in-

dustrial affairs held in Jakarta on July 1, State-Secretary Mr. Sudharmono ex-

plained that the rate of inflation in Indonesia during the first semester of 1981

(January to June) came to 4.21 per cent against 9.5 per cent during the cor-

responding period of 1980.

After reporting .the preparation of the forthcoming general elections, to

President Soeharto at Bina Graha on July 23, Coordinating Minister for

PoUtical and Security Affairs General M. Panggabean stated that: (1) all

former group B detainees involved in G-30-S/PKI (the September abortive

coup of the Indonesian Communist Party) were granted the right to vote in the

forthcoming general elections; (2) the New Order Government has determined

to uphold a democratic life inspired by the Pancasila ideology and a constitu-

tional Hfe based on the 1945 Constitution.

Central Information Board of the Department of Defence and Security an-

nounced the death of Warman (head of Warman terrorist gang) killed in Bo-

jong, a small village in Bandung regency, West Java.

Minister of Defence and Security, General M. Yusuf confirmed in Bogor

on August 8, that ABRI (Indonesian Armed Forces) personnel were not to be

used to evict people from their homes for that would mar the armed forces'

image; evicting squatters should be carried out by the local government

apparatus.

In his state address to the Parhament delivered on August 15, President

Soeharto stated among other things that Pancasila, the mechanism of

safeguarding the 1945 Constitution, the forthcoming general elections and

socio cultural developments are still exposed to threats. Therefore, necessary

actions should be made to safeguard them Constitutionally. He said further

that the production of food in 1981 amounted to 21.6 million tons and the In-

donesian economic growth rate was about 9.6 per cent.
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Commemorating the 34th anniversary of Cooperatives in Indonesia on

August 19, President Soeharto called on people from all social strata to form

cooperatives in their own residences to realize their determination to make

cooperatives the pillar of national economy.

Minister of Trade and Cooperatives, Drs. Radius Prawiro said in a na-

tional working conference on textile held in Jakarta on August 26, that the

present slump of textile business was due to the producers' preference of quan-

tity to quality of textile.

On August 31, Pangkopkamtib (the Commander in Chief of the Command
for the Restoration of Order and Security) Admiral Sudomo, following his call

on President Soeharto said that the President had agreed with the idea of

establishing a special team to assist in labour affairs. The President was of the

opinion that any labour conflict that might disturb social order and security

should be tackled immediately. According to the Pangkopkamtib the impor-

tant thing now is how to bring together the elements of Kadin (Indonesian

Chamber of Commerce and Industry) and of FBSI (All Indonesian Labour

Federations), the employers and the workers.

Attorney General Ismail Saleh stressed in a press release on September 5

that he was going to conduct investigations and take measures against those

evading tax payments. The Minister of Finance Prof. Dr. Ali Wardhana said

that his department would not hesitate to take reformative actions against of-

ficials who trespass the law.

Coordinating Minister for Economic, Financial and Industrial Affairs

Prof. Dr. Widjojo Nitisastro stressed in the Editors-PWI (Indonesian Jour-

nalist Union) meeting held in Jakarta on September 9, that the government

will make efforts to stabilize the rupiah's real value as to give assurance to the

Indonesian people and entrepreneurs in their daily hfe and business.

Junior Minister for Cooperatives/Chief of Bulog (National Logistics

Agency) explained in Jakarta on September 9 that by the year 2000 Indonesia

would be free from hunger because she would have more than enough food

supplies to meet her people's needs.

In a plennary session of the House of Representatives on September 23, the

RUU-HAP (bill on criminal procedures) was passed into law. It has been sub-

mitted by the government for debate since September 12.

Commemorating the 14th anniversary of ASEAN, Indonesian Foreign

Minister Mr. Mochtar Kusumaatmadja stated that ASEAN will stand firm in
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the face of the increasing influence of the superpowers in Southeast Asia. He
explained further, that ASEAN is growing increasingly stronger and its role as

a regional association should be accounted for by the international world.

A thanksgiving's feast was celebrated in Jakarta on August 11, to com-
memorate the 15th anniversary of the reconcihation between Indonesia and
Malaysia. On this occasion Vice President Adam Malik said that this feast was
meant to realise the valuable lesson gained from the peaceful solution of the

confrontation between the two countries. Related to this thanksgiving's feast

President Soeharto affirmed on August 12, that Indonesia and Malaysia

would have fallen into communist trap if they had not ended their confronta-

tion 15 years ago.

On August 12, President Soeharto received Dr. Otto Graf Lambsdorff,

Minister for Economic Affairs of the Federal Republic of Germany. The
visiting minister said that the world had to solve problems concerning the East-

West conflicts and the North-South Dialogue in a trustworthy spirit between

the industrial and developing countries. The West German Government would

also increase her economic aids to Indonesia. On the same day President

Soeharto also received the visiting U.S. Senator Ichiye Hayakawa, Chairman

of the Sub-Committee on Asian and Pacific Affairs. The senator highly ap-

preciated Indonesia's humanitarian attitude in handling the Indochinese

refugees.

Malaysian Prime Minister Dato Sri Dr. Mahathir Mohamed paid a visit on

Indonesia to present himself as the New Prime Minister of Malaysia. He gave

to President Soeharto a thorough report of the results of his meeting with

Chinese Prime Minister Zhao Ziyang in Kuala Lumpur particularly with

regard to the region of Southeast Asia. In his speech delivered to honour his

guest. President Soeharto pointed out that in seeking a peaceful solution of the

conflicts in Kampuchea, ASEAN would not like to force any country but

would ensure and lead all parties to a peaceful solution. The Prime Minister

confirmed among other things, the need for a recognition from the super-

powers regarding the neutrality of ASEAN. ASEAN had no business with the

Soviet Union and the PRC. Therefore, they should leave ASEAN alone and let

them solve their own problems. ASEAN countries are not worried by a possi-

ble invasion of Vietnam to their regions, on the contrary, what worried them

most are the superpowers' activities in their regions.

Malaysian Head of State Sultan Ahmed Syah with his wife arrived in

Jakarta for a six-day official visit to Indonesia on August 21, 1981. In his

speech the Sultan pointed out that the existing forums of policy between

Malaysia and Indonesia have been running well.
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The ninth Indonesia-Japan conference sponsored by CSIS was held in

Surabaya on August 20. The honorary chairman of CSIS, Soedjono Hoemar-

dani said that the current Japanese Government is increasingly stepping up her

relationship with Indonesia. The Minister of Information, Mr. Ali Moertopo

said that the main problem faced by the Asia-Pacific countries is how to

ballance the increasing Soviet Union military presence in the Asia-Pacific

basins. Therefore Japan was asked to accomodate the Soviet Union presence

in the Asia-Pacific basins.

International Relations

The U.S. Special Advisory Group on Refugee Problems came to Indo-

nesia on July 21, to collect facts related to the Vietnamese refugee problems

to make recommendations to the United States Government and Conggress on

what poUcy the U.S. Administration, should adopt with regard to the In-

dochinese problems. President Soeharto said to the chairman of the special

Advisory Group, Mr. Marshall Green that Indonesia, as regards the refugees,

was merely helping the United Nation Commission of Human Rights

(UNCHR).

Indonesia and South Korea have agreed to cooperate in construction pro-

jects. Both parties agreed among other things that: (1) Indonesia will give

priority to the South Korean enterprises in international tender and in projects

financed by Indonesian Monetary Budget and those financed by International

Organizations; (2) The South Korean Government will give opportunity to In-

donesian students to study in South Korea; (3) The South Korean Government

will in turn give priority to the Indonesian construction enterprises as coopart-

ners in her construction projects in the Middle East Countries.

After attending International Conference on Kampuchea, Indonesian

Foreign Minister Mr. Mochtar Kusumaatmadja said in Jakarta on July 26,

that he and his French counterpart, had held a meeting in France on July

22-24, to hold a thorough discussion on the relation between the two countries

and on any other international problems related to the interests of respective

countries. Both countries agreed to establish a kind of consultative board to

discuss regularly any problems of common interests.

Nadim Douay, the new Syrian Ambassador to Indonesia submitted his

credentials to President Soeharto at Merdeka Palace on July 26, the new am-
bassador said that the Arab countries were still facing Zionic aggression. In his

speech President Soeharto responded that it is very important for all countries
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to uphold the principle of self-determinaton and to reject the influence of any
foreign power.

The fourth Japan-ASEAN Symposium was held in Jakarta and was open-

ed by Vice President Adam Malik on September 3. Director of Development
Analysis Board of the Department of Foreign Affairs, Dr. Fuad Hasan said

that Japan should smoothen the process of convincing the ASEAN member
countries of Japan's trust worthiness.

A scientific seminar was held in Jakarta on September 7, in the framework
of commemorating the 20th anniversary of the non-alignment summit con-

ference. Some participants were of the opinion that the non-alignment

movements is still relevant in today's world, but the others were not.

Foreign Minister Dr. Mochtar Kusumaatmadja said on September 14, that

Indonesia had to be cautious in considering normalization of diplomatic rela-

tions with the People's Republic of China because the PRC's statements were

not completely convincing.

Installing Mr. B.S. Arifin and Drs. Budi Hartantyo as the new Indonesian

Ambassadors to the United Kingdom and to the People's Republic of Hungary

in Jakarta on September 19, President Soeharto remarked that Indonesia will

never abandon her free and .active foreign policy. Receiving the credentials

submitted by the new Tanzanian Ambassador to Indonesia, Mr. Nduga
Mohammad Ali Foum, President Soeharto also emphasized that the Indone-

sian people and government will consistently condemn the colonialism and the

apartheid policy of the Republic of South Africa. To the newly appointed

Egyptian Ambassador Mr. Nagih Mohamed Rousdhy President Soeharto

reiterated the Indonesian firm support for the Arab especially the Palestinian

struggle (to get back their just and lawful rights).

The Southeast Asian Health Ministers' Conference was held in Jakarta on

September 22-23, and was attended by participants from Bangladesh, Burma,

India, Indonesia, Maldives, Mongolia, Sri Lanka, Thailand, People's

Democratic Republic of Korea and other countries.

On September 23 the Indian Prime Minister Mrs. Indira Gandhi paid an

unofficial two-day visit to Indonesia before attending the commonwealth con-

ference held in Melbourne, Australia. The Secretary of State Mr. Sudharniono

pointed out that the two leaders had discussed the problems on Afghanistan

and Kampuchea. As to the problems on Kampuchea both leaders maintained

their respective opinion.
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